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Summary 

This report is divided in two parts. The first part deals with the analysis of the 
consequences of the new integrated refurbishing process on the Bill of Material. The 
second part deals with the investigation of too late delivery of parts in case of a 
configuration change. 

First part: 

Two changes at RXV were the basis of my graduation assignment, i.e. the 
refurbishing process, _called the Newly Manufacturing an~ Remanufacturing process, 
and the new purchasing concept Venray Pay on Production. · 

First will be described where this refurbishing process and new purchasing concept 
stand for. 

Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing: 
RXV not only produces copiers, built up of new build parts, but also produces 
copiers which include recycled parts. 
The assembly of copiers, which are based on the carcass of a used product, is the 
process of Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing, and means the reuse of 
materials. Old used equipment is bought back and re-used, so that it becomes 
technically a version of the newest machines. 
Inside RXV, two categories of refurbishing are being performed: 

• Newly Manufacturing (NM), and 
• Remanufacturing (RM). 

NM-copiers have to meet product operating specifications and contain factory 
reprocessed parts that meet the product specifications for new parts. The NM 
copiers have a low recycled content ( :5 10 % of incoming product) . 

RM-copiers have to meet product operating specifications, but have a higher 
recycled content (upto 50 % of incoming product). 

NM-machines, as well as RM-machines, have two options: 
- conversion products (NMC, RMC): machines which are based on a carcass of a 

used product from another configuration type than the NMC-/RMC-machine (for 
example an incoming copier 1065 (old copier) becomes a 5065 (newer copier) or 
an incoming copier 5065 becomes a 5365 (newest copier)). 

- recycling products (NMR, RMR): machines based on the carcass of the same 
configuration type as the NMR-/RMR-machine (for example an incoming copier 
5065 is recycled to a 5065 or an incoming copier 5365 is recycled to a 5365). 

This is ictured in the next fi ure: 
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RANK XEROX Summary 

Venray Pay on Production: 

This is a new purchasing concept, in the testing phase at RXV and consist of the 
following: 
The supplier signs a contract with RXV to deliver the ordered materials, based on 
accepted production programmes (that he will get weekly on a list together with 
customer requirements for the short future), at the right time, place and quantity. 
The supplier will be paid for his delivered materials after these supplies are shipped 
out from RXV stock to the production line. The material delivery is the suppliers 
responsibility and the stock at RXV is supplier owned. 

Graduation assignment: 

For every product out of a product family an engineering structure exists that 
determines which parts are needed in a new build-product (the NMN-copier). Based 
on this product-structure an NM- (and later an RM-) structure is derived with the 
information which parts can and which parts cannot be re-used, or the chance that 
the part can be re-used. Based on this information, a separate bill of material is 
made for each product (NMC, NMR, RMC, RMR), that is derived from the new build 
structure. 
These bills of materials are build up in such a way that the material demands for 
NMC, NMR, RMC and RMR are expressed with respect to the new build product by 
adapting the material-ratios in the bills of materials. This means lower new material 
demands for NMC-, NMR-, RMC- and RMR-products than for new build (NMN) 
products. 
For cost-reduction-reasons to become more competitive on 'pricing' aspects in the 
workgroup copier market, the compilation of the products is changed frequently by 
Engineering. Therefore the bill of material of the concerned products are adjusted 
continuously, and this leads, if the change is not conducted in every related product, 
to inconsistent bill of materials in the same product family. 

Because of these many different structures and the frequent changes, it is very 
difficult to run Material Requirements Planning. Therefore it's more difficult to plan 
the purchasing process, which can be a danger for the implementation of the new 
purchasing concept Venray Pay on Production (VPOP). 

The graduation assignment is formulated as follows: 

Research Method: 

The research method is divided in two phases, analogue to the method of 
Monhemius (1984), i.e. the problem analysis phase and the problem solving phase. 

In the problem analysis phase, the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing 
process will be described in more detail and the consequences of this process on 
the technical content and the maintenance of the current BOM's will be analysed. 
After that, the bottlenecks will be described that follow out of this process. 
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In the problem solving phase alternatives will be generated to solve, c.q. to prevent 
these problems, and solutions will be developed to improve the information 
handling with respect to this process. These solutions should simplify the 
implementation of the new purchasing concept VPOP. 

Consequences of the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing process 
on the bill of material: 

The NM- and RM-process was introduced at RXV in a very short time. Reason for the 
hurry was that the NM- and RM-process would be a major enabler to achieve 
benchmark product cost. The rapid introduction however caused some problems not 
directly foreseen. These consequences for the bill of material are described below: 

1. New bill of materials had to be generated. 

The NM- and RM-process needed new bill of materials for the NM- and RM
structures. For every (input)carcass configuration - (output)machine configuration a 
separate bill of material has to be made. Manufacturing Engineering estimates the 
planned new parts demand, depending on the chance that a part from an (old) used 
machine can or cannot be re-used. This information is provided to Configuration 
Planning who has to make the new bill of material for the new product. 

2. Increased maintenance. 

Because of the NM- and RM-process, more bills of materials have to be adjusted. 
This adjustment process is divided in four categories, i.e. ratio adjustments, cost 
reductions, manually maintaining product structures and changes. 

* Ratio adjustments: purchasing buys new parts at a planned purchase ratio (P-ratio) 
to complete the NM- and RM-reassembly-process. For every NM- and RM-machine 
part a P-ratio is used in the bill of material, which is fed into MRP and provides the 
production and purchasing planning. The planned purchase ratio is the new build 
ratio minus the planned reprocess ratio. This P-ratio is calculated once, at the 
beginning of the new NM- and RM-process. After this, no actual P-ratio 
measurement has been done anymore and the reprocessed parts are not 
administrated. The planned ratios are averages in time, and can't cope with high 
variability. Because of the copier-return- and reprocessing output planning 
unreliability, the purchase planning does not stroke with the actual new material 
demands by production. 
If the ratios are too high (too high stock) or too low (no material at production 
floor), this causes high stocks or line interruptions due to no availability of parts, 
and the ratios have to be adjusted. Each day the adjusted purchase ratios are 
updated in the bill om material, resulting in a changed demand in the weekly MRP
run. 

* Cost reductions: numberous changes to the bill of material are due to cost 
reductions. This is necessary for achieving benchmark cost. If a part is replaced by 
a new cheaper part, this new part get a new partnumber. Inside RXV, there's a 
procedure for renumbering parts. If the new part is downward interchangeable (it 
can be used to replace any lower numbered part with the same base), then the 
new part will get a next higher number, which also means, according to the 
procedure, that the old part has to be deleted and cannot be used anymore in the 
next higher assembly. If this part could be reprocessed for reassembly, it cannot 
officially be used in the NM- or RM-products, because the partnumber is not 
known in the NM- or RM-bill of material. This is an obstruction of the optimal re
use of materials, and a solution should be found to reprocess the old parts that 
have at least the same functional specifications as the new cheaper parts. 
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* Manually maintaining product structures: at RXV two databases are used: an 
engineering database and a manufacturing database. If a change request to a 
product is approved, this change is only administrated for the new build products 
in the engineering database. The engineering database only contains new build-bill 
of materials. The change to the new build bill of material in the engineering 
database automatically is loaded in the manufacturing database by a automatic 
change processing program. 
Every change in the new build bill of material also leads to changes in NMC-, 
NMR-, RMC- and RMR-bill of materials, because these bill of materials are derived 
from the new build bill of material. The updating of the change to the NMC-, 
NMR-, RMC- and RMR-bill of material has to be done manually, because the 
automatic change processing program only exists for new build-bill of materials. 
Changing the product structures of the derived products should be done 
automatically too. 

* Changes: Frequently old parts are replaced by new parts due to safety reasons, 
cost reduction or technical adjustments. This replacement process has to be 
planned in time for certification of new parts, a pre-try-out and a try-out, before 
the new parts can be used in production. Due to the NM- and RM-process, it is 
not known how many parts will come back in the reprocessing process. Therefore 
it's difficult to plan the cut-in date (the date on which the new part should be used 
in production instead of the old part) of the new part and thus the new bill of 
material. 
Often Purchasing procures these new parts too late, and the new parts arrive at 
the time they are needed for production, or even later, but too late for certification 
and (pre-)try-out. This leads to rush actions to prevent linestops. 
In order to improve the planning of changes (and it's cut-in date), it is first 
necessary to make sure that the new parts arrive at RXV at the delivery date, 
agreed with the supplier. Together with the request of the University to give more 
attention to the "purchasing aspect" in my graduation assignment, the graduation 
assignment is changed. The focus is turned to the planning process for the 
changing of parts. 
The new graduation assignment is so time-consuming that it leaves no time to 
continue the analysis of the graduation assignment as defined before. Therefore 
the current assignment will be stopped and the new graduation assignment will be 
started. 
However, first the recommendations are described below, that can already be 
concluded out of the partly performed analysis. 

Recommendations: 

Here the recommendations are described, that can already be given out of the partly 
performed analysis. 

1. Start measuring the ratios on a continuous basis. 

The reprocessing ratios should be measured and registrated continuously in 
order to calculate a reliable purchasing ratio. This ratio should be periodic 
updated in the bill of materials. 

2. Make a checklist for reprocessing cost-reduced parts. 

A checklist should be made to reprocess the parts which are eliminated out of 
the bill of material due to cost reduction and that are downward interchangeable 
with the old part. The reprocessed parts can be send to Stores or the production 
line under the partnumber of the superseding part. 

3. Adjust automatic change processing program. 

The program which processes the change for the new build-bill of materials 
should be adjusted to not only new build-bill of materials, but should also take 
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into account NM- and RM-structures. This is a standard process which can be 
easily automated . 

Verification of these recommendations is not possible. The recommendations 
however are according to RXV valuable practical solutions. RXV should start-up 
project teams to discuss the recommendations and if and how they can be 
implemented. 

This is the end of the current graduation assignment. 

Second part: 

Here starts my new assignment. The new graduation assignment consists of an 
investigation why change introductions fail and how the planning process for the 
changing of parts could be improved. 
The planning process for the changing of parts is called Configuration Change 
Control process. This process will be explained first, after which the new graduation 
assignment will be formulated. 

Configuration Change Control Process: 

The configuration change control process is the planning process for the 
introduction of new parts. This process is pictured in the next figure: 
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This process can be divided in different steps, i.e. the selection of parts, the 
selection of potential suppliers, the pre-CSl-meeting, the CSl-meeting, the change 
impact analysis, the Change Control Board, draft BNissued BA, the purchasing 
request, the ordering process (purchase order and tool order), the source 
verification, the parts try-out, the formal try-out and the cut-in of new parts. These 
steps will be explained shortly below: 

0 the selection of parts: the process is started by a written change request, a request 
to change the configuration of a product. 
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0 the selection of the supplier: RXV buys a lot of parts from suppliers who use a 
tool, owned by RXV. In case of a change to a part of a specifica supplier, RXV tries 
to hold this supplier for the new part. Otherwise, the supplier is selected out of 
the RXV-vendor base. 

0 the pre-CSl-meeting: CSI stands for Continuous Supplier Involvement, which 
means that the supplier is, in an early stage, continuously involved in the process 
from drawing till the delivery of the new part. The pre-CSI, performed by RXV as 
well as by the supplier, is a preparation on the initial CSl-meeting. 

0 the CSl-meeting: during the CSI the function, the manufacturing-demands, the 
costs and the quality-demands of the new part are discussed. Next to the supplier 
(sometimes accompanied by his toolmaker), several departments (Manufacturing 
Engineering, Forward Product Procurement, Material Quality Assurance, Design 
Engineering and Cost Development & Control) of RXV are present. 

° Change Impact Analysis: this is analysis carried out as input for the Change Control 
Board and provides the information about parts-costs, tool-costs, leadtimes, 
possible scrap-costs and the cut-in date of the new part. 

° Change Control Board: The Change Control Board exists of representatives from 
different departments. The objective of this board is to solve the problems coming 
out of the Change Impact Analysis. If the Change Control Board approves the 
change, Design Engineering makes the new drawing. 

0 Draft BA/issued BA: BA stands for Built Authorisation (document which reflects 
changes to the bill of material information). If the definitive supplier is selected 
and an agreement is made with this supplier, Design Engineering makes the final 
drawing. The draft BA then becomes the issued BA, and the new part can be 
procured. Therefore a purchasing request is raised. 

0 Purchasing request: this is a request written by Configuration Control to place a 
first purchase for new parts. 

0 Ordering process: the ordering process exists of two steps in case the tool at the 
supplier has to be changed or a new tool has to be made. If no tool (change) is 
necessary, only the first step is carried out. 
1. Placing purchase order: the buyer has to initiate a purchasing order. 
2. Raising a toolorder: a tool order is necessary if a supplier r:ieeds a specific tool to 

manufacture the new part. Then a tool order has to be written and approved by 
RXV with respect to price and leadtime. 

0 Source verification: when the supplier produced the first batch of new parts 
according to the agreed specifications, he offers this batch to the Supplier Quality 
Assurance department of RXV for source verification. Source verification means 
checking if the new parts are according to all, on the drawing, written 
specifications. If the parts are approved, the first batch can be sent to RXV. 

0 Parts try-out: after arrival a few parts of this first delivery batch are sent to 
Manufacturing Engineering for a parts try-out. A parts try-out means an 
examination of the fit and function of the product in the machine. If the 
Manufacturing engineer and Production accept the new part, bigger production 
series for this new part at the supplier can start. 

° Formal try-out: Configuration Control examines if a formal try-out is necessary for 
each new part. A formal try-out means an investigation of the fit and function of 
the new part in the total configuration. A team of people from different 
departments try-out the new part on the production line and follow it to the end 
of the line. 
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° Cut-in of new parts: after the new parts are approved in the parts try-out and if 
performed, the formal try-out, the parts can be used for production at RXV. 

Now the process is described, the problem and the new graduation assignment are 
described. 

Problem and new graduation assignment: 

The problems with the production line with respect to the changes of parts are the 
following: 

* late arrival of new parts (too late for try-out or source verification); 
* new parts not available in time (line-stops if RXV can't get the old parts anymore); 
* new parts not according to specifications; 

If new parts ar not available, line-stops or build-line interruptions at high costs can 
result. Therefore it's necessary to plan and control the configuration change control 
process very precisely. 
The Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing process shows that the current 
Configuration Change Control does not ensure a timely availability of new parts. 

Therefore the new graduation assignment, which replaces the former, is redefined as 
follows: 
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Research method: 

The research method consists of two phases: 
1. First an analysis will be carried out be carried out on how many parts were too 

late in a half year (from end of November till end of May), and the reasons why 
deviations from the planned data occurred. Therefore a survey is carried out for 
the new parts and changed parts for one product family (called the Crossbow 
and Longbow copiers). To improve the planning of implementing a configuration 
change, the results of the survey will show where the planning process sF10uld 
be improved. 

2. The current configuration change process will be compared to the optimal 
configuration change process. The optimal configuration change process is the 
process in which every safety measure is included and capacity- and 
implementation-problems are not yet foreseen. 
The result of this comparison will be te shortcomings of the current process. The 
deviations of the optimal process will be viewed against implementation- and 
capacity-problems, and recommendations will be given to improve the current 
Configuration Change Control process. 

Analysis of Crossbow and Longbow configuration changes: 

A survey is carried out, to analyse how many parts arrive at RXV later than planned, 
and the reasons of the deviations from the planned data are made clear. 
Buyers, Supplier Quality Assurance-engineers (who perform the source verification) 
and configuration analyst have been interviewed to get the necessary information. 
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106 part changes have been analysed, and the next important results are obtained 
(for more results see chapter 8): 

- Between 60 and 70 % of the first batches arrived at RXV later than planned. 
69 % of the first batches arrived too late in respect to the originally planned date. 
61 % of the first batches arrived too late in respect to the order planned date. The 
order delivery date is not equal to the originally planned date for delivering the 
first batch, because the order delivery dates administrated in the databases are 
frequently changed, when agreed dates cannot be met. The real order delivery 
date can be the originally planned date or the registered orderdate, or a date 
between these two. 

- The reasons why the first batch arrived too late: 
* problems with the tool (tool had to be adjusted again at toolmaker, tool was 

ready later than planned) 
* new parts not approved by the Supplier Quality Assurance department of RXV. 
* unrealistic leadtime given by supplier. 
* too late progressing purchasing order. 

Optimal Configuration Change Control Process: 

The most important shortcomings of the current process in comparison with the 
optimal process(for the description of the optimal process and more shortcomings 
see paragraph 7.4 of this report) are listed below: 

• RXV not always performs a complete pre-CSI- and CSl-meeting (including 
toolmaker), however it should be useful! to perform always a pre-CSl-meeting at 
RXV as well as at the supplier (so that every CSl-member is informed about the 
change) and perform a complete CSl-meeting including toolmaker (to get a better 
understanding and agreements about the toolchange). 

• the manufacturing engineer doesn't check the change before BA issue. In the past, 
changes were made to products that consisted of a number of errors in the design. 
The manufacturing engineer should check the change and give concurrence to the 
BA if he agrees with the change. 

• the tool order budget is not always approved before the BA is issued. If the tool 
order budget is approved after issueing the BA, it consumes some valuable 
leadtime, and it can be a potential danger for too late delivery of the first batch. 
The tool order budget should be approved before the BA can be issued. 

• not always a try-out (static as well as dynamic) is performed, which could ensure 
that the new part fits (static try-out) and functions (dynamic try-out) well in the 
machine. 

Now the analysis is performed, the conclusions can be formulated. 

Conclusions: 

The conclusions, which result from the analysis of the Configuration Change Control 
process and the comparison of the current process with the optimal process, are 
listed below: 

• Most of the first batches are delivered to RXV later than the order delivery date. 

Between 60 % and 70 % of the first batches are delivered too late. The exact 
percentage cannot be calculated, because the exact order delivery date, as 
agreed upon when the purchasing order was placed, cannot be traced back. 
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• The leadtimes given by the buyers and the suppliers are not reliable. 

The buyer and the supplier do not have a good understanding of the leadtimes 
for the new part. They also underestimate the leadtime for toolchange. The 
assumption of almost every supplier is that toolchange is correct the first time. 
The experience is that suppliers have to make corrections twice or even more 
times before samples can be accepted. 

• The buyers responsibility is not defined. 

Some buyers are not eager to assume total responsibility and this may cause 
much delay and problems for the first batch. Progress on the delivery of the first 
batch is not done or done too late. Therefore RXV doesn't know in time if a 
delivery will slip and corrective actions should be taken. 

• Activities that could be performed before BA-issue are done after BA-issue. 

Often the tool order budget is not approved when the BA is issued and the 
order should be placed. If the BA is issued and the toolorder budget is not yet 
approved, valuable leadtime is consumed when no actions to change the tool . 
can be done. 
Also a lot of changes have been introduced of which the drawings showed 
errors. This should be checked before the drawing is offered to the supplier to 
make the new part. The manufacturing engineer doesn't check the change 
before BA-issue. 

• Bad communication between the persons involved in the process. 

A lot of persons are involved in this process to change a part. The 
communication between these people is inadequate. For example, Supplier 
Quality Assurance often has contact with the supplier about the toolchange, the 
production of good samples and source verification. The buyer doesn't 
communicate with the buyer for this information, but tries to contact the 
supplier himself. 

• No or too late progress on purchasing orders. 

Progress on open orders are performed not or too late. Some buyers don't feel 
themself responsible for getting the new parts at RXV and therefore no periodic 
progress is performed. They expect that the supplier will inform them if ther will 
be a slip in the delivery date. The suppliers however don't communicate with 
the buyer if there are problems with the delivery. 

Recommendations: 

The recommendations for the Configuration Change Control process are stated 
below. 

1. Train the buyers and suppliers in leadtimes! 

The buyers and suppliers give unrealistic and unreliable leadtimes. They should be 
trained in what the leadtime consists of. The total leadtime is: 
- the leadtime for toolchange, but also: 

the leadtime for making the samples, perform source verification and producing 
the first batch, and 

- the leadtime for producing old parts to cover total demand from all plants within 
the total timeframe to produce and deliver new parts. 
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RANK XEROX Summary 

2. Define the responsibility of the buyers! 

Currently the buyer's responsibility is not defined. A new workprocedure should 
be written to explain the buyers what they are held responsible for. The buyer 
should expedite the purchasing orders frequently to know the status of the new 
product in order to take corrective actions to prevent problems. 

3. Approve tool order budget before BA-issue! 

The tool order budget should be approved before the BA can be issued . By 
approval of the tool order budget, the tool order can be placed immediately after 
receiving the purchasing request and valuable time can be saved to prevent the 
first batch to delivered too late. 

4. Concurrence Manufacturing Engineering with change before BA-issue! 

The change should be checked by Manufacturing Engineering and it should give 
concurrence on the change before the BA can be issued. This way, unnecessary 
changes or changes with errors cannot be carried out. 

5. Use a special orderseries to identify the first batch deliveries for progress! 

The first batch should get a special identification for the expeditors to separate 
them from the normal parts. These parts should get speciaf attention to prevent 
too late delivery of the first batch. 

6. Aggressive tracking purchasing order by Purchasing! 

The buyers should be responsible for the orders placed at suppliers. They should 
take care of timely delivery of the new part. This should be done with periodic 
contact with the supplier and with Supplier Quality Assurance (who has more 
information about the status of the toolchange and first batch delivery). 

7. Generate weekly progress-reports for the buyers to progress the first batch 
deliveries! 

Special progress reports should be generated for the buyers to progress the first 
batch deliveries of the new parts. This should be done at least two months before 
shipping-date of the new part, to be informed and take alternative actions if 
necessary. 

8. Always perform a part try-out! 

All parts should be tried out in the machine, before they can be used in 
production. This way corrective actions can be taken if there are problems with the 
new part, before it is needed for production. If after a parts try-out Production and 
Manufacturing Engineering consider it necessary to check the function of the new 
part (or total macfline), and end-of-line test should be performed, a quality test at 
the end of the line. 

In a workgroup these recommendations are discussed and if approved implemented. 
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RANK XEROX 

Implementation: 
The recommendations are worked out to implement them in the current 
Configuration Change Control process. 

1. Train the buyers and suppliers in leadtime. 

Summary 

The buyers will get a training in how the reliable total leadtime is built up. The 
buyers are responsible to train the suppliers to define a reliable total leadtime. 
The reliable total leadtime consists of: 
- the leadtime for toolchange, but also: 

the leadtime for making the samples, perform source verification and producing 
the first batch, and 

- the leadtime for producing old parts to cover total demand from all plants within 
the total timeframe to produce and deliver new parts. 

2. Define the responsibilities of the buyers. 

The responsibility of the buyer will be redefined by writing a new workprocedure 
for the buyer and for the unit-manager of the buyers, who is the representative of 
the buyers in parts meetings to discuss the status of the changed parts. Generally 
is agreed that the buyer will be held responsible for the first batch delivery. 

3. Approve tool order budget before BA-issue. 

The tool order budget will be approved in the Change Control Board-meeting. No 
BA can be issued anymore if the tool order budget is not approved. 

4. Concurrence Manufacturing Engineering with change before BA-issue. 

The manufacturing engineer wil check the drawing and give concurrence if he 
agrees with the change, if RXV is the managing unit of the changed part. The BA 
can only be issued after concurrence of Manufacturing Engineering. If RXV is not 
the managing unit (thus effected unit), the drawing will be sent immediately after 
receival to the manufacturing engineer for concurrence or rejection of the change. 

5. Use a special orderseries to identify the first batch deliveries for progress. 

The purchasing order for the first batch delivery of a new part will get a 747-
ordernumber. This order will also get the unique expeditor-code of the buyer, 
which will result in a weekly progress list of 747-orders per buyer two months 
before shipping-date of the new part. 

6. Aggressive progress purchasing order by Purchasing. 

Purchasing will hold the buyers responsible for the timely delivery of the first 
batch. The communication with SQA and Configuration Control will be improved. 
The expediting activity will be done by the buyer, and if any deviation from the 
agreed data occurs, he will report this to the unit manager, to Configuration 
Control and to the material analyst (for follow-up orders). 

7. Generate weekly progress reports for the buyers to progress the first batch 
deliveries. 

Weekly the buyers will get a progress report for the first batch deliveries of the 
new parts on their unique expeditor code, as also explained in implementation 
point 5. 

8. Always perform part try-out. 

A parts try-out will always be performed. 
A special line will be added to the parts try-out sheet for performing an "end-of
line test" if required by Production and Manufacturing Engineering. 

This report tries to contribute to the improvement of the timely delivery of new parts 
and to reduce problems that can occur in the process of changes. 
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Abstract 

This report deals with the consequences of the recently introduced new 
production process for the configuration of copiers. As a special part of it it 
analyses why implementing a configuration change at Rank Xerox mostly goes 
together with too late delivery of new parts. Recommendations to improve the 
implementation of a configuration change are given. 
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Chapter 1: Rank Xerox and Configuration Planning & - Control 

§1.1 Introduction: 

RANK XEROX Manufacturing (Nederland) B.V. is situated in Venray (RXV) and is 
part of the Rank Xerox company. 
In this chapter the company, Rank Xerox, and the departments, Configuration 
Planning and Configuration Control, at which the graduation project has been 
executed, are introduced. 

§1.2 The Company: 

Chester Carlson, an American patent-expert, was the first manufacturer of 
. photocopiers on 22 October 1938. He developed a method that permitted dry 
copying on ordinary paper with the aid of statical electricity and semi
conductors, and on that day he managed to make his first copy. It was not 
perfect, but the text was readable: '10.-22.-38. ASTORIA'. 
It took some time before he found a company that was prepared to invest in his 
discovery. This company, the Haloid Company, changed it's name in 1947 to 
'The Xerox Company'. 
After a lot of technical improvements of Carlson's method the first copier, the 
Xerox model A, was put on the market in 1950. 
Shortly after this event the young American company, Xerox Corporation, made 
contact with Rank Organisation Ltd., a British film company whose revenue was 
decreasing in consequence of the rise of television, and a joint venture was 
founded in 1956. This joint venture was named Rank Xerox and coordinates all 
activities outside North- and South-America. As sales increased explosively, a 
production plant was founded on the European continent in Venray in 1965. 
Later Rank Xerox also found other companies to cooperate. The cooperation 
with Fuji Photo & Film, Fuji Xerox, is responsible for Japan, Korea, The Philipines, 
Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand and Australia. The cooperation with the Indian 
Modi-Group, Modi-Xerox, is responsible for India and a large part of Eastern 
Europe. 
Europe, Africa, China and the Middle-East are left for Rank Xerox. 
The organigram of Rank Xerox is pictured in figure 1.1 . 
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RANK XEROX Chapter ·1: Rank Xerox and Configuration Planning & Control 

§1.3 The Products: 

The products of RX are appliances for document processing and can be 
subdivided in five categories: 
- electronic typewriters; 

copiers (divided, according to their printing rate, in low-, mid- and high
volume); 
electronic publishing and network systems; 
faxes; 
office- and data-supplies. 

The most important activities in Venray are: 
- manufacturing of copiers for the mid-volume market (copiers with 30 to 60 

copies per minute) all over the world; 
production of electronic modules and customer replaceable units (such as 
pri ntcartrid ges); 
production of xerografic consumables; 
transport of all Xerox products from the European Logistic Centre (ELC) to all 
Operating Companies in Europe; 
shipping of spares to more than 80 destinations in 52 countries; 
Centralized Commodity Management (CCM) to support the European 
suppliers; 
Asset Recovery Operations (ARO): returned used equipment is dismantled or 
stripped and parts are cleaned, if necessary reworked and made usable again 
for re-use in the machines; 

§ 1.4 The size and sales: 

28.000 people are employed at the Rank Xerox companies. About 2000 of these 
work for Rank Xerox Venray. 

Turnover shows an upward tendency over the last five years, but profit before 
tax shows an irregular tendency (figure 1.2). 
The slight upward tendency of turnover is due to the improving quality/costs
ratio of RX-copiers. 
Profit before tax shows a irregular tendency because of the hard competition 
and the low profit margins in the copier-market. 
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§ 1.5 Market share: 

After the ending of the patents on copying techniques in 1980, Rank Xerox was 
confronted with heavy competition. The market share decreased in ten years 
from 85% to about 17%. An analysis of the market showed that the quality/price
ratio of the Xerox machines had to improve. 

RX copiers are competing in a mature workgroup copier market, where the 
(price) competition is high. 
Market research 1 showed that: 

customers buy a Xerox copier because of its quality image (product quality is 
seen as an order qualifying criterion, which qualifies the product to be in the 
market, according to the terminology of Hill, 1987) 
customers do not buy a Xerox MC because of its price (price per copy is an 
order winning criterion, which wins orders in the market, according to the 
terminology of Hill, 1987). 

This market research demonstrates that the item 'pricing' is a critical product 
requirement on which RX is less competitive compared to competitors. A large 
part of the lost market is due to too high prices compared to competition. The 
profit margin on the price cannot be lowered, as this would endanger the 
continu"ity of the business. RX performance on quality is far better. To improve 
the competitiveness on the workgroup copier market, RX has to decrease the 
production costs and to improve the quality continuously. 

Decreasing the production costs is an ongoing process in production, as well as 
in purchasing and staff related functions within the whole company and 
translated in a 1993 productivity drive. 

Quality improvement was achieved by RX in two ways. First of all RX improved 
the production-methods, and secondly RX obligated her suppliers also to strive 
for the highest quality. 
The number of suppliers was therefore reduced from 3500 to 500, so that RX 
had more grip on these suppliers and could demand higher quality. 
The acknowledgement of the high quality is proven by the awards and 
certificates that RX received the last few years. The CIMEl-quality certificate 
NEN-2647, the Nevat-Misset 'Co-purchaser Award', the NEN-150 9002 certificate 
and 'The European Quality Award 1992' are examples of this. 

On the other side more and more environmental issues penetrate the copier 
market. Effective dealing with these issues determines partly the succes in this 
market. 
Because of these environmental reasons, and for the profit too, RX started to 
buy back used equipment to prevent landfill and to bring back the used 
equipment in state of re-use. Used machines are returned by the customer to 
Asset Recovery Operations (ARO) and this department breaks down the 
machines. Every unusable part is scrapped. The remaining elements are cleaned, 
when necessary reworked and inspected, so that they can be re-used. ARO also 
takes care that scrapped parts are removed according environmental rules. The 
profitable process of re-use is called Remanufacturing & Newly Manufacturing, 
and is the subject of my graduation project. The process will be described in 
chapter 3 of this report. 

RX uses the Just-in-time-principle for purchasing the parts for the assembly of 
copiers. This principle strives for as little stock as possible, dependent on short 

11. 'Critical product requirements: reasons for share loss' , Xerox (1992). 
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term usage ratios within production. RX reduced the average stocklevel to about 
two weeks. This means a considerable savings on interest of invested capital, 
storage capacity costs and personnel costs. 

§1.6 Configuration Management & New Programmes: 

§ 1.6.1 Introduction 

This graduation project was done in the Configuration Management & New 
Programmes department. The concerned subdepartments are Configuration 
Planning and Configuration Control. The way Configuration Management & New 
Programmes is located in the organisation of Rank Xerox Manufacturing Venray 
can be found in appendix A The organisation structure of Configuration 
Planning and Configuration Control under Configuration Management & New 
Programmes is pictured in figure 1.3. The Configuration Planning and 
Configuration Control department will be described in the next subparagraphs. 

I Configuration Management & New Programmes 

I 
Forward 
Product 
Procurement 

: Technical 
~ Support 
..... -· .. .. . . ..... . . 

Figure 1.3 Organigram Con iguration Management & New Programmes 

§ 1.6.2 Configuration Planning 

CP is responsible for the maintenance of parts, Bill of Materials and routings. 

The main objective of the Configuration Planning-department, CP, is the 
maintenance of eneineerin and manufacturin art and confi uration 
in ormation to support t e ogistic unctions in an optima way. 

The main function of the CP is the administration of the engineering changes 
and the preparation and processing of the basic manufacturing information 
concerning parts, product structures and routings in the manufacturing 
database. That information is needed for the execution of the logistic business 
functions Purchasing, Planning, Production and Distribution. 
In effect CP executes the last step of the engineering process and the start-up 
of the manufacturing process. 

To link engineering data with manufacturing data the engineering data is raised 
in the engineering information systems, the engineering databases (the function 
Configuration Administration in figure 1.3). That information is extended with 
additional information from other manufacturing departments to create the 
manufacturing data. These data are necessary to update the manufacturing 
information systems (the function Configuration Planning in figure 1.3) and to 
support the material flow in the most efficient way. 
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CP takes care of that update and is responsible for the maintenance of the data 
in both the engineering and manufacturing information systems. 

Because of the recently introduced Newly- and Remanufacturing process, the 
amount of data to be maintained increased significantly. CP expects a lot of 
problems that can occur due to this new process and this graduation 
assignment was started to be prepared for these problems. They will be 
described in chapter five. 

§ 1.6.3 Configuration Control 

The configuration of a machine defines which parts at which moment should be 
built in in that specific machine. The department that coordinates and controls 
this configuration at RXV is Configuration Control (in short CC). 

CC is responsible for starting up new programmes and projects. This means 
controlling Engineering issues and changes and keeping the bills of materials2 
up to date. Information is collected and documented for starting up these new 
programmes. 
All new parts for RXV are ordered via CC at other (Rank) Xerox plants, 
modelshops, or via the purchasing department. 
During the starting-up of new programmes CC has responsibility to keep all 
departments informed about the progress of the project-activities. 
After new parts are delivered to RXV, CC coordinates a (parts) try-out to check 
if new parts can be used in the assembly process without problems. 

CC also has the task to study all changes in the bills of materials, suggested by 
Design Engineering, and plan these changes as economically as possible. These 
changes should be planned in such a way that the new parts are available while 
as few as possible old parts have to be scrapped. 
All planned changes are discussed in weekly meetings and documented in the 
New Parts Administration Module, a tracking system for the implementation of 
new parts. 

In short, CC is responsible for controlling all changes to the configuration of 
RXV-products, and for ensuring a problem-free implementation of these 
changes. 
This problem free implementation often cannot be met. Lots of problems in the 
process of implementing these changes caused by (too) late delivery of parts. 

In this chapter, the organisation is described, in which the graduation 
assignment is executed. In the next chapter the problem is described and the 
assignment is formulated. 

Bill of Material: defines the relationships of assemblies (parent items) and their 
com onents Mather 1987) 
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Chapter 2: Problem Definition 

§2.1 Introduction: 

In this chapter the problem definition is described and the assignment is 
formulated. Two changes at RXV were the basis of my graduation assignment, 
i.e. the refurbishing process and Venray Pay on Production. 

§2.2 Refurbishing: 

RXV not only produces copiers built up of new build parts, but also produces 
copiers which include recycled parts. Two types of parts qualify as new build 
parts. First, parts which are made from virgin materials. Second, parts taken 
from used products, which have been upgraded through certified processes to 
meet all specifications for new parts. 
The assembly of copiers, which are based on the carcass of a used product, is 
the process of Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing, and means the re
use of materials. Old used equipment is bought back and re-used, so that it 
becomes technically a version of the newest machines. Inside RX two categories 
of refurbishing are being performed: 

Newly Manufacturing (NM): 
a) low recycled content; 
b) the machine consists of parts of last technology. 

NM-equipment has been factory produced to meet product operating 
specifications and contains factory reprocessed parts that meet the 
product specifications for new parts. 

Remanufacturing (RM): 
a) high recycled content; 
b) the machine consists of parts that have proven to operate according 

product operating specifications. 

RM-equipment has been factory processed to meet product 
operating specifications. 

According to these definitions every copier which could be built up of some 
recycled parts and which is of the newest technology, is a NM-copier. Therefore 
a new build copier (NB1) is also a NM-machine, caHed a NMN . A RM-machine 
can be seen as a proven, not newest technology copier, but it has a product 
operating specification guarantee equal to a NM-machine. 
Newly Manufacturing machines (besides NMN), as well as Remanufacturing 
machines, have two options: 

Conversion products (NMC, RMC), or 
Recycling products (NMR, RMR) . 

This is pictured in figure 2.1 on the next page. 

h. NB: a copier build up of only new, not recycled parts. 
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Conversion products are machines based on a carcass2 of a used product from 
another configuration-type than the NMC-/RMC-machine. 
Recycling products are based on the carcass of the same configuration-type as 
the RMR- I NMR-machine. 
The customer pays for a NM- or RM-copier, of course less for a RM-copier. The 
parts of the NM-copiers consist of the last technology, in comparison with the 
proven techn.ology of the parts of RM-copiers, and therefore a NM-copier is 
more expensive. 

§2.3 Venray Pay on Production (VPOP): 

This is a new purchasing concept, in the testing phase at RXV and consists of 
the following: 
The supplier signs a contract with RXV to deliver the ordered materials, based 
on accepted production programmes, at the right time, place and quantity. The 
supplier will be paid for his delivered materials after these supplies are shipped 
out from RXV stock to the production line. The material delivery is the suppliers 
responsibility and the stock at RXV is supplier owned. 

§2.4 Problem definition of the graduation assignment 

For every product out of a product-family an engineering structure exists thdt 
determines which parts are needed in a NMN product. Based on this product
structure an NM- (and later a RM-) structure is derived with the information 
which parts can and which parts cannot be re-used, or the chance that the part 
can be re-used. Based on this information a separate Bill of Material is made for 
each product (NMC, NMR, RMC, RMR), that is derived from the new build 
structure. 
Material Requirements Planning, MRP, 'explodes' the demand in the production 
plan with these Bill of Materials. These Bills of Materials (BOM) are built up in 
such a way that the material demands for NMC, NMR, RMC, RMR are expressed 
in respect to the new build product by adapting the material -rdtios in the bills 
of materials. This would mean lower new material demands for NMC, NMR, 
RMC and RMR products than for NMN-products. 

carcass: the frame of a copier with more, in case of a ~M -macl1ine , or less, in case of a 
NM-machine main arts in it . 
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For every (input)carcass configuration - (output)machine configuration a 
separate BOM is made. For example, an old 5065-machine is bought back and 
will be newly manufactured to a 5365-machine. A BOM of the 5365 NMC is 
used to plan the new parts needed for this newly manufacturing process. 
For cost-reduction-reasons to become more competitive on 'pricing' aspects in 
the workgroup copier market, the configuration of the products is changed 
frequently by Engineering. Therefore the BOM of the concerned products are 
adjusted continuously, and this leads, if the change is not conducted in every 
related product, to inconsistent BOM's in the same product family. 
Changing the BOM of a specific product can have major consequences for the 
BOM of the other configurations in the same product family. 

Because of these many different structures and the frequent changes, it is very 
difficult to obtain reliable materials requirements via Materials Requirements 
Planning. 
Therefore it's more difficult to plan the purchasing process, which can be a 
danger for the implementation of VPOP. 

The graduation assignment is formulated as follows: 

§2.5 Research Method: 

The research method consists of two phases, analogue to the method of 
Monhemius (1984), i.e. the problem analysis phase and the problem solving 
phase. 

I chose this method for two reasons: 
First of all, in my opinion, there are few or no differences between the 
current methods for problem solving. All problem solving methods 
(including the method of Monhemius) can be subdivided in three separate 
phases: 
1. problem analysis phase; 
2. problem solving phase; 
3. evaluation phase. 
In the second place I attended the course Methoden van Technisch 
Bedrijfskundig Onderzoek, MTBO, at Eindhoven University of Technology, in 
which the method of Monhemius was discussed extensively. 

In the problem analysis phase, first the Newly Manufacturing and 
Remanufacturing process will be described and the consequences of this 
process on the technical content and the maintenance of the current BOM's will 
be analysed . After that, the bottlenecks and the problems will be described 
that follow out of this process. 
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In the problem solving phase alternatives will be given to solve, c.q. to prevent 
these problems, and solutions will be developed to improve the information 
handling with respect to this process. These solutions should simplify the 
implementation of the new purchasing concept VPOP. 

§2.6 Project Timing: 

The project with the phases as described in the former research method are 
depicted in time in the planning sheet of appendix B. 

In the next chapter the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing process is 
described. 
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Chapter 3: Newly Manufacturing and Remanuf acturing 

§ 3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing process. 
This is a recycling process. 
First an explanation is given why the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing 
process exists, and what kind of recycling processes RXV has. 

§ 3.2 Recycling 

A goal of RX is: 'the re-use of all unserviceables, from the beginning till the end 
of the life-cycle, against minimal costs for the company' (Rank Xerox 1991 
Business Plan) . Unserviceables are used copiers (leased as well as sold copiers) 
that are returned by the customer and cannot be installed at a customer again 
in that state. 

There are four recycling processes in the mid-volume copier market at RXV: 
Cat-1 Repair: 

Cat-1 repair includes the fast and cheap repair of machines. These 
machines made less than 250.000 copies and will be as new after some 
small repairs. Most copiers which would qualify as Cat-1, are refurbished 
by Operating Companies (OPCO's) themselves. OPCO's are the sales and 
service companies for RX, located in each West European country. When 
OPCO's lack capacity, refurbishing operations are frequently executed by 
Asset Recovery Operations (ARO), according to OPCO instructions. Very 
few Cat-1 machines are 'sold' by OPCO's to ARO. 

Cat-2 Refurbishing: 
Cat-2 copiers are machines which are destined to be Newly Manufactured . 
or Remanufactured. A difference with the Cat-1 repair process is that 
Refurbishing is a planned and relatively expensive process. Newly- and 
Remanufactured machines are machines which carcass, subs and parts are 
in such a good state that the machines can be re-used as a copier. 
Tog.ether with some new parts these machines can be sold to customers 
again. 

Cat-3 Asset Strip & Recovery: 
Cat-3 copiers are classified as ,,asset strip machines". ARO is responsible 
for processing Cat-3 machines. After categorisation, Cat-3 copiers are 
inspected and disassembled by ARO to part- or sub-assembly level. 
Disassembled parts and sub-assemblies are put into inventory. Recovery 
operations are only executed after orders from Rank Xerox Manufacturing 
have been received. 
As ARO uses certified processes to perform recovery operations, ARO is 
able to function as a preferred supplier of new build parts and sub
assemblies to Rank Xerox Manufacturing. Other suppliers are selected 
when ARO is not able to supply sufficient quantities of parts and sub
assemblies within acceptable lead-time. 
ARO uses a kind of 'success ratio' to determine the number of parts 
which have to 'enter' the parts recovery operations. For example, if there 
is an order for 40 parts and the yield (succes ratio) is 80%, then SO parts 
have to enter the parts recovery process. 

Cat-4 Disposal Operations: 
These machines, nor their parts, can be reused by RXV. The Cat-4 
machines are designated for materials recycling (recyclable materials such 
as plastics, toners, steel and aluminium will be recycled) and I or 
environmentally controlled disposal. 
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These activities are executed by ARO. The buy-back price for a Cat-4 
machine is fixed at one Dutch Guilder. 

This recycling process is pictured graphically in figure 3.1: 

parts and 
machines 

OPCO 

Figure 3.1 Recyc ing at RX 

t 
>-----1 Repair 

___ Refurb. ----~~11 Manufacturing I -- I 
Asset --- Strip 

____ ,._, Inventory I 
scrap
iron 

Disposal Metal 
>----"' 1----.... ~• 1ndustry 

Upto a few years ago the activities Cat-1 Repair, Asset Strip & Recovery and 
Disposal Operations were done by the OPCO's themselves. Cat-2 Refurbishing 
has been done for eight years in central refurbishing centra. 
Since a fewJears Cat-1 Repair, Asset Strip & Recovery and Disposal Operations 
are execute by ARO. These activities are now centralized at ARO to become an 
official recycling centre, integrated in the manufacturing process of RXV. 

Cat-2 machines are destined to be Newly Manufactured or Remanufactured. 
In the next paragraph the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing-policy will 
be described. 

§ 3.3 Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing policy 

The Xerox NM- and RM-policy to improve customer satisfaction has two main 
goals: 
1. Higher customer satisfaction through environmental leadership (green 

products); 
2. Higher customer satisfaction through getting to benchmark cost. 

Targets were set for the Machine Transfer Price (MTP): 
NM-products (excl. New Build) MTP 80%-90% of the New Build MTP; 
RM-products MTP 50%-70% of the New Build MTP. 
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Xerox uses the following market definitions: 

Newly Manufactured: 
NM-equipment has been factory produced to meet product operating 
specifications and contains factory reprocessed parts that meet the product 
specifications for new parts. 

Remanufactured: 
RM-equipment has been factory processed to meet product operating 
specifications. 

To support the marketing definition, to meet market requirements as much as 
possible and not to violate international law on recycled products, the following 
product specifications have been issued: 

There are three types of Newly Manufactured products. First, Newly 
Manufactured New Products (NMN) which contain only new build parts. 
Second, Newly manufactured Conversion products (NMC - a model upgrade) 
which are 'based' upon the carcass of a used product which had a different 
configuration-type than the NMC product. Third, Newly Manufactured Recycling 
products (NMR) which are 'based' upon the carcass of the same configuration 
as the NMR product. NMR and NMC contain both new build and reprocessed 
parts. 
Two types of parts qualify as new build parts. First, parts which are made from 
virgin materials. Second, parts taken from used products, which have been 
upgraded through certified processes to meet all specification for new parts. 
Reprocessed parts are parts which have been taken out of a carcass in a Rank 
Xerox Manufacturing Unit, inspected, upgraded and tested to fulfill certain 
specified quality standards. Reprocessed parts for Newly Manufacturing meet all 
specifications for new parts (quality standard 88P315). 

Akin to Newly Manufactured products, Remanufactured products meet all 
product operating specifications for new equipment. However, only replaced 
parts in Remanufactured products meet product specifications for new parts. 
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Reprocessed parts and sub-assemblies for Remanufacturing do not have to meet 
operating specifications for new parts. 
Remanufactured products are divided into two categories. First, Remanufactured 
Conversion products (RMC) which are based upon a carcass of a used product 
which had a different configuration than the RMC product. Second, 
Remanufactured Recycling products (RMR) which are 'based' upon the carcass 
of the same configuration as the RMR product. 

The benefits expected by Xerox for the RM- and NM-policy are stated in the 
next table: 

Xerox benefits: 

Xerox benefits Customer benefits 

- Lower production cost prices (MTP's) - Increased customer satisfaction 
- Pricing/margin dr,portunity - Flexibility of choice 
- Flexibility to ad ress cost sensative - Value for money 

markets with recycled products - Environmental alternative 
- Im proved sales perception - Clarity of disposal 
- Return on assets improvements 
- Simplified product positioning 

In conclusion, one can say: 
- the NM-policy enables Xerox to make a cost down of its current products; 

cost price is the major product requirement on which Xerox is less 
competitive; 
the RM-policy enables Xerox to smooth successive product life cycles; 
the RM- and NM-policy enables Xerox to be a 'green' company in a 
customers mind, and the policy anticipates on future environmental laws. 

In the next chapter, Venray Pay on Production is described, a new purchasing 
concept at RXV, which together with the RM- and NM-process forms the basis 
of this graduation assignment. 
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Chapter 4: Venray Pay on Production 

§4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the new purchasing concept for RXV is described. This new 
concept is called Venray Pay on Production, in short VPOP. To compare this 
new concept with the current purchasing method, first the current purchasing 
method is described. 

§4.2 Current Purchasing method: 

The Operating Companies (OPCO's) send their current sales information and 
expected future demand to RXV. RXV uses statistical rules to predict the future 
demand on machines, and together with the accepted programmes (production 
programmes for specific machines already accepted) the planning department 
makes the production programmes. This is called the production planning 
process. 
At that moment, Material Requirements Planning (MRP) is run based on 
accepted production programmes. MRP 'explodes' the demand in the 
productionlrogrammes with the BOM's of the specific products. The result is 
the deman per parUcomponent, that should be procured from ARO or outside 
RXV. This demand per parUcomponent is checked by the material analyst, who 
decides how much safety-leadtime is neccessary and if 'reschedule-in'- (orders 
have to be delivered earlier) or 'reschedule-out'- (orders have to be delivered 
later) messages are required to plan purchase orders. 
The material analyst then writes purchase requests and sends these papers to 
the purchasing department. The purchasing department procures the required 
materials at certified suppliers. The suppliers have to acknowledge the orders. If 
a new product is ordered at a (new) supplier, a new contract has to be made by 
the buyer. If it's a known product, an order is placed at the supplier who 
delivers the specific product normally. The goods are shipped by the supplier to 
the stores of RXV. The finance department gets a message that the goods are 
received, and the supplier will be paid within 30 days. 

'AS IS' -situation: 

Parts delivery 
supplier A 

Parts delivery 
supplier B 

Parts delivery 
supplier C 

- = information flow 

• = RXV info processing 

Product demand 
OPCOA 

Material Product demand 
Requirements !Al Total product OPCO B 

19"------t!J • 
lanning process Demand "- Pro~~~~~and 

t ~ = accepted 
requirements programmes 

Figure 4.1 Current pure asing met o 

§4.3 VPOP - concept 

The mission of VPOP is to remove all non-value added activities in the process 
from the moment production programmes are accepted upto the time that the 
product is produced and ready to be delivered to the customer. 
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VPOP works as follows: 
Provide the supplier directly with the information based on accepted 
programmes and the related parts delivery consequences. 
The supplier will deliver under his responsibility directly to RXV to guarantee 
an uninterrupted production process. 
Payments to the suppliers will be released directly after components are 
used and final product (copier) is accepted by Production (proven parts and 
product quality) . 

'WILL BE'-situation: = information flow 

• = RXV info processing 

Parts delivery 
supplier A 

Parts delivery 
supplier B 

Parts delivery 
supplier C 

Product demand 
OPCOA 

'\... ~and 
~ rota1 product J · ·~oPco'8' 

[!] ~ t!J 

/ 

Demand "-. Pro~,:~~~i;and 
. t ~ ------ = accepted 

programmes 

Figure 4.2 Venray Pay on Pro uction pure asing concept. 

The new concept is benifitial for RXV as well as for the supplier. 

The expectations of the project for RXV are: 
- less administration in the process of parts delivery confirmation; 

reaction time improvement to programme changes (programme changes 
(higher production) can be implemented faster due to higher probability of 
availability of parts at supplier); 
less administration to release payments to suppliers; 
total leadtime reduction (due to increased visibility for the supplier to the 
~ustomer requir~ments in short future, a shorter leadtime is given to RXV); 
inventory reduction; 
productivity improvement. 

The expectations of the project for the supplier are: 
- more flexibility in machine loading programmes; 

less administration; 
improved visibility to customer requirements; 
earlier payments of deliveries; 
productivity improvement. 

The scope for VPOP is only Europe, because outside Europe there are longer 
transport-times, and the longer the transport-time, the more difficult it is to use 
VPOP. 

The current conventional purchasing method and the new purchasing concept, 
VPOP, are depicted in appendix C. 
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Chapter 5: Consequences of NM & RM on the Bill of Material 

§5.1 Introduction: 

In the former chapters the basis of this graduation project has been described . 
Now the consequences of the Newly Manufacturing and Remanufacturing 
process for the Bill of Material (BOM) can be described. The NM process started 
in May 1993. RXV used a refurbishing process to recycle (old) used equipment 
already for years. This process is called the RM process. However, this 
refurbishing process took place in a different building. With the introduction of 
the NM process, the assembly of the NM- as well as the RM- as well as the new 
build products takes place at the same line. 

The NM process was introduced at RXV in a very short time. Reason for the 
hurry was that the NM-process would be a major enabler to achieve benchmark 
product cost. 
The rapid introduction however caused some problems not directly foreseen. 
The consequences for the BOM are described in the next paragraphs. 

§5.2 New BOM's 

The NM- and RM-process needed new BOM's for NM and RM-structures. 
Material requirements differ by type process. NM-machines require more new 
build materials than RM-machines. Within Newly Manufacturing, NMN products 
require more new build materials than NMC or NMR products. Within 
Remanufacturing, RMC products require more new materials than RMR
products. So for every (input)carcass configuration - (output)machine 
configuration a separate BOM has to be made. 
Manufacturing Engineering estimates the planned new parts demand, 
depending on the chance that a part from an (old) used machine can or cannot 
be re-used. This information is provided to the Configuration Planner who can 
make a new BOM for the new product. 

§5.3 Increased Maintenance 

Because of the RM- and NM-process, more Bills of Materials have to be 
adjusted. This adjustment process can be subdivided in four categories, i.e. ratio 
adjustments, cost reductions, manually maintaining product structures and 
changes. 

1. Ratio adjustments: 
Purchasing buys new parts at a planned purchase ratio (P-ratio) to complete 
the NM and RM reassembly process. For every NM- and RM-machine part a 
P-ratio is used in the BOM, which is fed into the MRP and provides the 
production and purchasing planning. 

The technical support engineers are responsible for the assessment of the P
ratios, which they do by using the formula: 

planned Purchase (P) ratio = New Build (NB) ratio - planned Reprocess (Rp) 
ratio . 

The planned Reprocess (Rp)-ratio is determined as follows: 
at the beginning of the new NM-process 100 machines are dismantled in 
Teardown according to a developed process by Technical Support. Technical 
support engineers make decisions about the functional specification of parts 
and whether a part can be reprocessed or not for this process. The actual 
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yields _per part of _the _pilot-tear down _were registered and becar:ne the first 
Rp-rat1os. After this pilot of 100 machines teardown, no actual yield 
measurement has been done anymore. 

Planned ratios: 
The planned ratios are averages in time, estimated by Manufacturing 
Technical Support Engineers, and can't cope with high variability. At the 
same time the high variability makes a reliable average P-ratio setting 
impossible. Too many uncontrollable factors cause a variable copier-return 
and reprocessing output, which makes it impossible to calculate a reliable P
ratio. 

Because of the copier-return- and reprocessing output planning unreliability, 
the purchase planning does not stroke with the actual new material demands 
by production. 

Ratio tracking: 
Unfortunately, the actual materials requirements for NM- and RM-products 
are not recorded on a permanent basis. Thus, one cannot clearly validate the 
ratios in the BOM's through ratio-tracking. The consequences are clear. 
Either production has to be stopped due to material shortages or safety 
stocks of materials have to be maintained. Safety stocks are regularly created 
by setting the share of NMN products (which require 100% new build 
materials) higher than expected. 
As MRP-planning has not specifically been developed to deal with the 
fundamental uncertainties in NM and RM, 'safety measures' are used. 
Current safety measures include: 
(I) overestimating the share of NMN products in materials planning; 
(II) using 'min' levels in inventory; 
(Ill) using standard leadtimes which are longer than expected. 

Adiustment of the P-ratios: 
The technical support engineers have the responsibility to maintain the BOM 
and thus the P-ratios. They get feedback of production, when P-ratios are too 
low and error-6es (the code given for a part which is not available at stores) 
occur. They also get feedback from the Material Flow Control department 
when P-ratios are too high (old workorders exist) or P-ratios are too low. 
Most of the times the new P-ratio is determined after consultation with the 
production foremen and operators of the reassembly (RA) process. 

When a technical support engineer wants to adjust the P-ratio he completes 
an Engineering Order (EO), which is sent to the Configuration Planning 
department. Each day the adjusted purchase ratios are updated in the BOM, 
resulting in changed demand in the weekly MRP-run. 

Research: 
A student from the Technical University of Twente performed his graduation 
assignment in this subject. His main conclusion (see Dekkers, 1994) was that 
the material delivery of building M (reprocessing) was not administrated. 
Therefore MRP doesn't represent the correct available stock, which makes it 
impossible to implement the new purchasing concept VPOP in a correct 
way. If RXV doesn't even know how much stock they have or what will come 
back from the reprocessing process, then it is impossible for the supplier to 
know when his supplies are needed in the production process. 
The recommendation that followed out of that graduation assignment was to 
deliver the materials in a kit, which contains all necessary parts for one or 
more production-stations, to the production-line. A special pre-kitting area is 
needed in stores to complete the kits for production and then is known 
which and how many parts come back from the reprocessing-process. Based 
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on this reliable P-ratio setting MRP can predict better what is needed and 
this will result in an easier implementation of VPOP. 

2. Cost Reduction: 
Numberous changes to the BOM are due to cost reduction. This is necessary 
for achieving benchmark cost. In order to get to benchmark product cost it 
is first useful! to look at the purchased parts/components, before to look at 
production and staff-related costs, because about 80 % - 90 % of the product 
cost price consists of material costs. 

The problem for the BOM caused by the NM- and RM-process is the 
following: 
If a part, for instance a glass plate (with number 1 P001 ), is replaced by a new 
glass plate, which is cheaper and according to part specifications, then this 
new glass plate will require a new partnumber. Inside Rank Xerox there's a 
procedure for renumbering parts, procedure MN1-432.2. In appendix D the 
decision diagram for this part renumbering is demonstrated. 

If the new part will get a next higher number, 1 P002, this means that the 
older number can't be used anymore in a next higher assembly. This is a 
problem if this is a part for reprocessing in NM or RM-products. If this part 
could be reprocessed for reassembly, it cannot officially be used in the NM 
or RM-products, because the partnumber is not known in the NM- or RM
copier. In the BOM the old partnumber was deleted, and only the new 
partnumber 1 P002 can be used. This is an obstruction for the optimal re-use 
of materials, and a solution for this should be found to reprocess the old 
parts that have at least the same functional specifications as the new cheaper 
parts. 

3. Manually maintaining product structures: 
At RXV two databases are used: an engineering database (PDS) and a 
manufacturing database (XBMS). PDS contains all new build BOM's in 
engineering data structure, with all levels and sublevels as possible (also 
sublevel of buyparts). XBMS contains all BOM information until buylevel from 
new build-, as well as NMR-, NMC-, RMR- and RMC-BOM's. 
If a change request is raised to change the product structure, for instance a 
specific part should be replaced by another part which is safer, then 
eventually the BOM in the manufacturing database has to be updated by the 
Configuration Planner. The difference between these two databases causes 
troubles for the Configuration Planning department in updating the 
manufacturing BOM's. Before describing the consequences for this 
department, the current activities are described. 

Change Request: 
A change request (CR) is the starting point of the process to update the 
engineering database. CR's can be raised by any employee of RX. In most 
cases however this will be the Engineering department herself. 
The nature of a CR can be a change to the configuration of a product due to 
engineering, production or usage problems, cost reductions or new 
techniques. New product introduction is registrated with a CR as well. All 
proposals are judged by the Engineering department. The result can be an 
accepted CR. The technical consequences and consequences to the 
configurations are judged and prepared for processing. The CR can be 
rejected or authorized. An accepted CR leads to the creation or changing of 
part drawings by the engineering department. After finishing the drawing 
process, the engineering department generates a Build Authorization (BA) or 
Xerox Change Notice (XCN) based on the CR documentation and drawings. 
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A BA is created if the CR's involve products which are maintained in the 
PDS-system. When a CR involves products which are maintained in the Parts 
& Assembly Record Control System (PARCS), a XCN is written. 

A BA is loaded to the PDS system. A BA reflects changes to the BOM 
information according to the CR. The draft BA with the status planned is sent 
to Engineering to get authorisation by all departments involved, i.e. 
Engineering, Field Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, Materials 
Management (Configuration Control) and the Design manager. 
After updating PDS the BA-status is changed to "completed". From this 
moment on it is possible to pull the BA-information from PDS to the 
manufacturing database XBMS. This is the start for the Configuration Planner. 
He starts the analysis of the BA-information when the printed authorized BA 
is received. 

Analysis BA-information: 
The analysis consists of the comparison of the BA-action codes with the 
XBMS-situation and information. If the action codes and the XBMS
information do not correspond then the necessary changes or updates to the 
BA-data are indicated on the printed BA-version. 
Finally the BA-data is completed with the following manufacturing 
information: analyst code; 

commodity code; 
House Product line (modelcode); 
cut-in date. 

The analyst- and commodity-code are copied from the old part to the new 
part. The House Product Line can be derived from the modelcode table and 
the cut-in date is taken from the BA or overruled by Configuration Control. 
That information is again written on the printed BA. The completed BA print 
is eventually sent to Configuration Control to get authorized and completed 
with the missing information. Configuration Control returns the authorized 
and completed BA print to the Configuration Planner. Configuration Control 
has defined the missing manufacturing data and cut-in date. Based on that 
information the electronic BA in the fuzzy file is updated by the 
Configuration Planner. When this update is finished the BA in the fuzzy file is 
ready to be processed in XBMS. This is done automatically. This is pictured 
graphically in figure 5.1 on the next page. 

Analysis XCN-information: 
The XCN document contains information which is comparable with the BA 
information and the analysis is in principle the same as described for the BA 
analysis. With the XCN new parts and BOM's or changes to the existing 
BOM's are specified. The XCN manufacturing information is checked with 
the present XBMS db situation. If the XCN information is not complete than 
the Configuration Planner returns to Configuration Control to get the missing 
information.The actual update of XBMS is not separated from the analysis. 
XBMS is updated during the analysis and the XCN document is therefore not 
returned to the Configuration Control department for authorization. 

Problem: 
The problem with these change documents is that these changes are only 
administrated for the new build-products. The BA is electronically loaded in 
PDS. PDS contains only new build-BOM's. Every change in a new build
BOM however also leads to changes in NMC-, NMR-, RMC- and RMR-BOM's, 
because the NMC-, NMR-, RMC- and RMR-BOM's are derived from the new 
build-BOM. The Configuration Planner has to analyse the consequences of 
the changes to all other BOM's related to the change in the BNXCN and has 
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to adjust these BOM's in the same way as he does with the BOM-change on 
the BNXCN. However now he has to do the updating manually, because the 
automatic BA-processing program only exists for new build-BOM's and not 
for the NMC-, NMR-, RMC- and RMR-BOM's. This causes a lot of extra work 
for the Configuration Planner, which can only be done manually. Every 
change in NMR, NMC, RMR and RMC product has to be registrated and sent 
on a Engineering Order (E.0.) to the Manufacturing Engineer. The 
Manufacturing Engineer is responsible for the BOM of his product and needs 
this information to have an accurate BOM and to write work-instructions on 
Operator Instruction Cards (0.1.C.). 
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Changing the BOM's of the derived products should be done automatically. 
The current manufacturing database XBMS however will shortly be replaced 
by a new manufacturing database VISION (Venray Information Systems 
Integrating Operations planning and control for Newly manufactured 
products) . In this new database a program should be written to automate 
the changing of the BOM's from PDS. This will reduce a lot of paperwork, 
manpower and human errors. 

4. Changes: 
Frequently old parts are replaced by new parts due to safety reasons, cost 
reduction or technical adjustments. This replacement has to be planned in 
time for certification of new parts, a pre-try-out and a try-out, before the 
new parts can be used in production. 
Due to the NM- & RM-process, it is not known how many parts will come 
back in the reprocessing process. This is caused by a not reliable 
reprocessing ratio. Therefore it's difficult to plan the cut-in date (the date on 
which the new part should be used in production instead of the old part) of 
the new part and thus the new BOM. 

Often Purchasing procures these new parts too late, and the new parts arrive 
at the time they are needed for production or even later, but too late for 
certification and (pre-) try-out. This leads to rush actions to prevent line
stops, for example by procuring parts at other suppliers at a higher price or 
transporting parts by air instead of by sea. This aspect needs more attention 
and becomes more important due to a current line stop and an increasing 
rate of changes. 

In order to improve the planning of changes, it is first necessary to make 
sure that the new parts arrive at RXV at the delivery date, agreed with the 
supplier. Together with the request of the first coach of the University to 
give more attention to the "purchasing-aspect" in my graduation assignment, 
the graduation assignment is changed. Therefore the focus of this graduation 
assignment is turned to the planning process for the changing of parts. 

However, the new graduation assignment is so time-consuming that it leaves 
no time to continue the analysis of the graduation assignment as written in 
chapter two. Therefore the current project will be stopped and the new 
graduation assignment will be started. 

In the next paragraph the recommendations are described, which can 
already be concluded out of the analysis. 

§5.4 Recommendations 

At this point of my graduation assignment, the focus was turned to the changes 
area. Line-interruptions required immediate attention of this area. Together 
with the request from the University to give more attention to the purchasing 
aspect in my assignment, the current graduation assignment is ended and a new 
graduation assignment will be started. The new graduation assignment consists 
of an investig~tion why change intr?ductions fair and h_ow the planning _process 
for the changing of parts could be improved. The detailed new graduation 
assignment will be given in chapter seven. 

The recommendations however that can already be given out of the partly 
performed analysis are described on the next page. 
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1. Start measuring the ratios on a continuous basis: 

the ratios should be measured and weekly adjusted in the BOM to keep the 
BOM up to date. The output from the reprocessing process should be 
registered and ratios can be calculated for the reprocessed parts. The 
calculated averages should be calculated in an average ratio over time. If a 
reliable ratio over time is calculated, measuring on a periodic basis should be 
enough to verify the used ratios. This wil also simplify the implementation of 
VPOP, due to a better understanding of RXV and consequently the supplier, 
which and how many parts will be reprocessed and should be procured at 
the supplier. 

2. Make a checklist for reprocessing cost-reduced parts: 

a checklist should be made for ARO to reprocess the parts which are 
eliminated out of the BOM due to cost-reduction. The old parts however are 
useful! to reprocess. The reprocessed parts can be sent to Stores or the 
production line under the partnumber of the new superseding part. This way 
valuable parts don't have to be scrapped and can be reused in the Newly
and Remanufacturing process. 

3. Adjust automatic BA processing program: 

the program which processes the BA for the NB-BOM automatically, should 
be adjusted not only for new build BOM's, but should also take into account 
newly-manufacturing and remanufacturing structures. This is a standard 
process which can be easily automated. The adjusted program will reduce a 
lot of paperwork, manpower and human errors. 

Capacity- and implementation problems are not taken into account. Verification 
of these recommendations is not possible. These recommendations however are · 
very valuable practical solutions according to discussions with representatives of 
different departments at RXV. RXV should start-up project teams to discuss the 
recommendations and if or how they can be implemented. 

This is the end of the current graduation assignment. 

The new graduation assignment deals with the planning process for the 
changing of parts. This process is called the Configuration Change Control 
process. In the next chapter this process is described. 
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Chapter 6: Configuration Change Control 

§ 6.1 Introduction 

Here starts my new assignment. The new graduation assignment consists of an 
investigation why change introductions fail and how the planning process of the 
changing of parts could be improved. In the next chapter the problem 
definition and the analysis will be described in more detail. 
In this chapter, the Configuration Change Control process is described. 
The current configuration change control process is the process to control and 
manage configuration changes in the BOM created by a Xerox Change Notice 
(XCN) or Build Authorisation (BA). 
This process is pictured in the next figure. 
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The configuration change process can be divided in several steps, i.e. selection 
of parts, selection of potential suppliers, pre-CSl-meeting (CSI stands for 
Continuous Supplier Involvement), CSl-meeting, Change Impact Analysis, 
Change Control Board, draft BNissued BA, purchase request, ordering process 
(purchase order, tool order), source verification, parts try-out, formal try-out and 
the cut-in of new parts. These steps will be explained in the rest of this chapter. 

§ 6.2 Selection of parts 

This process is started by a written change request, a request that can be raised 
by everybody inside RX to change the configuration of a product, in which an 
old part is replaced by a new part. There are several reasons to change the 
configuration of a product, for example safety-, cost-down- and quality reasons. 
This change request is checked by the Engineering department. 

Special parts are 'European Integration-parts'. A lot of parts that Rank Xerox 
uses for the assembly of one of their latest copiers (the Crossbow) are bought 
in Japan. A few years ago Fuji Xerox, a joint venture of Fuji Photo & Film and 
Rank Xerox, launched this new copier on the Japanese market. Xerox also 
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wanted to launch this machine on the European market. However, European 
laws require that with the launch of this machine, at least 50 % of the product 
costprice should consist of European parts. RX started a programme to integrate 
this Japanese machine in Europe, called European Integration. 
A number of parts were selected for integration in Europe, preferably parts that 
were cheaper when they are produced in Europe than to get them from Japan. 
The Japanese drawings of these parts were translated to European standards. 
Subsequently suppliers were selected for these parts. 

§ 6.3 Selection of potential suppliers 

RXV buys a lot of parts from suppliers who use a tool, owned by RXV. In case of 
a change to the part of this supplier, and if small changes to this tool are 
necessary to make the new part, RXV tries to hold this supplier for the new part. 
If the current supplier can produce the new part, the Configuration Change 
Control Process starts at the Change Impact Analysis. RXV normally works with a 
fixed source of suppliers. The Centralized Commodity Management-team of RX 
determines which suppliers are approved (they can deliver according to RX 
requirements) for this fixed source of suppliers, called the vendor base. The 
potential suppliers are taken as much as possible out of this vendor base. 
The following points are important in the selection of suppliers for a specific 
part: 
0 approval by Product Delivery Team; 
0 capacity of supplier; 
0 capability of supplier; 
0 experience of the departments concerned with the supplier. 

§ 6.4 Pre-CSl-meeting 

CSI means Continuous Supplier Involvement. With CSI the supplier is, in an 
early stage, continuously involved in the process from drawing till the delivery 
of the new part. The pre-CSl-meeting is the preparation on the initial CSl
meeting. At the supplier as well as at RXV a pre-CSl-meeting is carried out. The 
pre-CSl-meeting for the supplier as well as for RXV are described below. 

§ 6.4.1 Pre-CSI supplier 

This is an internal meeting of a supplier who, according to the drawing and the 
specifications sent by RXV, takes the following actions: 
1. discusses with internal departments if the new part can be made; 
2. defines the critical parameters of the new process; 
3. offers design-improvements on behalf of the production process, if possible; 
4. discusses the capability of the production-process in regard to the 

specifications on the drawing; 
5. offers _possible improvements in respect to quality, costs, manufacturing 

capability, etc.; 
6. selects teammembers to participate in the CSl-meetings; 
7. defines the costs and the leadtime; 
8. makes a first quality-plan: 

The supplier is expected to define the process to produce the new part. 
The process contains all manufacturing-steps and checks to be used to 
ensure the quality. 

During the pre-CSI the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is started, to 
ensure an optimal run of the process. In this way possible problems that can 
occur in the manufacturing process can be identified and eliminated in an early 
stage. 
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§ 6.4.2 Pre-CSI Rank Xerox Venray 

This is an internal meeting at RXV in which the next persons take part: 
0 SQA-engineer; 
0 Design-engineer; 
0 Buyer. 
During this meeting the next topics are discussed: 
1. Compare the specifications on the drawing with the functional demands; 
2. Discuss how to assemble the parts; 
3. Define the critical parameters; 
4. Discuss the comments of the supplier; 
5. Discuss the product in respect to customer-demands. 

§ 6.5 CSI 

If a supplier is selected, a CSl-meeting is arranged. During a CSI the next 
departments of RXV are present, next to the supplier: 
0 Manufacturing Engineering; 
° Forward Product Procurement; 
0 Material Quality Assurance; 
0 Design Engineering; 
° Cost Development & Control. 
If special tooling is necessary, the supplier often invites a toolmaker to the 
meeting. This toolmaker can belong to the supplier internally as well as 
externally. 
In this meeting the function, the manufacturing-demands, the costs and the 
quality-demands of the new part are discussed. 
Possible discussion points during a CSI are: 
0 tooling (pre-production, way of production); 
0 process (review the quality-plan); 
0 manufacturing capability (continuation of FMEA-activities); 
0 measuring capability (standards, testing methods); 
0 packing demands; 
0 defining the most important assembly- and final product-demands; 
0 defining the parameters for histogram- and process-studies. 
The CSI produces information for RXV to decide: 

did we select the right supplier? 
do we have to buy the parts in Japan after all (in case of E.1.-parts)? 

If the CSl-supplier is not the right one, another supplier is selected to have a 
new CSl-meeting, untill the right supplier is found. 

§ 6.6 Change Impact Analysis 

Before going in a Change Control Board-meeting, a change impact analysis 
(CIA) is done. 
The CIA is carried out by the Configuration Control analyst and the buyer to be 
sure that the right decisions will be made. 

The CIA provides information about: 
0 parts-costs; 
0 tool-costs; 
0 leadtimes; 
0 possible scrap-costs; 
0 cut-in date of the new part. 
The cut-in date of the new part is the date on which the new part will be used 
in production. The cut-in date, as defined by the analyst, is the supplier 
leadtime plus one month extra overlap for certification and try-out for new 
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p rts . This information is updated in the New Parts Administration Module 
(~EPAM), the tracking system for the implementation of new parts. 

§ 6.7 Change Control Board 

The Change Control Board (CCB) exists of representatives from different 
departments. 
The objective of this board is to solve the problems coming out of the Change 
Impact Analysis. 
This objective can be divided in two functions: 
1. New product. 

Control of the configuration. The CCB takes care that the new part and 
drawing meet all agreed specifications of RX and the supplier. These 
specifications are defined during CSl-meetings. If big problems arise during a 
CSI, which cannot be solved inside the CSl-meeting, the CCB is asked to 
deal with these problems. 

2. Changes. 
The CCB decides what actions should be taken in case of a change to the 
configuration (Change Request). The information, needed to take these 
decisions, is collected by the CCB out of the CSl-meeting for this change 
and from the Change Impact Analysis (see example in appendix E), that is 
carried out by the Configuration Control analyst. 

If all relevant information is available a decision is made. Most of the decisions 
taken by the CCB concern changes to drawings. If the CCB approves the 
change, Design Engineering makes a new drawing. 

§ 6.8 Draft BA I issued BA 

If the definitive supplier is selected and an agreement is made with this 
supplier, Design engineering makes the final drawing. 
This issued drawing is made by the Product Delivery Team (PDT), who creates 
the draft BA and at the same time the issued BA. 
The abbreviation BA stands for 'Build Authorization'. A draft BA is the authority 
to build the new part which still has to be checked. With the provided 
information of the CCB, the Product Delivery team can create the issued BA at 
the same time. 
The BA with the status 'issued', is sent to RXV and handed over to the 
Configuration Control analyst, who can procure the part now. 
The Configuration Control analyst therefore raises a purchase request at the 
purchasing department. 

§ 6.9 Purchase request 

Creating a purchase request (PR) by the Configuration Control analyst means 
placing a first purchase for new parts. 
The analyst creates a PR for one of the next types of parts: 
0 Hard Tool parts: 

parts produced by the final tool, when all tool settings are right to 
produce parts that meet all specifications. 

0 Product of Tool parts: 
parts produced by the final tool, but the tool settings are not yet right to 
produce parts that meet all specifications. 

0 Soft Tool parts: 
parts made by hand or with an alternative tool, that is not the same as 
the final tool. · 
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0 Rework parts: 
old parts can be used for new parts, by viewing the old parts as raw 
material and adjusting them to the new parts. 

Combinations of the above mentioned PR's are also possible. 
Which PR-type is created depends of 
0 leadtime for Hard Tooling: 
0 leadtime for Product of Tool parts; 
0 already available farts; 
0 design stability (i a design is not stable, Hard Tooling is not yet allowed, and 

often Rework is the only allowed type for the PR). 
In case the supplier of the old parts has to change his tools to make the new 
parts, Purchasing first adjusts the current purchasing orders from the supplier 
for the number of old parts, needed for production at RXV until the cut-in of 
new parts plus possible overlap. 

§ 6.10 Ordering process 

After everything is discussed and agreed upon with the supplier, the ordering 
process is started. 
The target is 100 % failure-free production and delivery of parts. However, 
implementation of these processes at the supplier requires time. 
The leadtime for installing tools at the supplier is important to plan the cut-in 
data. If the leadtime for hardtooling takes longer than the planned cut-in date, 
often soft tooled parts (parts made by hand or with an alternative tool, that is 
not the same as the final tool) are ordered to make sure that parts will be 
available for the continuation of the production at RXV before the hard tooled 
parts (parts produced by the final tool, when all tool settings are right to 
produce parts that meet all specifications) are delivered. 
When the decision is made in what way the parts will be produced, the 
Configuration Control analyst will place a PR and the ordering process is started. 
The ordering process exists of two steps in case tool change is necessary. If tool 
change is not necessary, only the first step is carried out. 
1. placing purchase order; 
2. raising toolorder. 

§ 6.10.1 Placing purchase order 

After the Configuration Control analyst has placed a PR for a new part, the 
buyer has to initiate a purchase order (PO). 
The buyer writes out a purchasing order with the next details: 
0 inspection-requirements; 
0 transport-demands; 
0 SQA authorization; 
0 co_rrection-requirements (only for rework); 
0 prices; 
0 deliveries. 

§ 6.10.2 Raising toolorder 

A toolorder is necessary if a supplier needs a specific tool to manufacture the 
new part. If a toolorder is necessary, first the price and leadtime are negotiated 
with the toolmaker. This negotiation is carried out most of the times during the 
CSI meeting already. 
If an agreement is made, the buyer has to write a Tool Order Request Form 
(TORF). This TORF however can be written after the buyer gets a PR from 
Configuration Control. 
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The costs for making the tool has to correspond to the budget that is made for 
it, since RX pays the tool and is the owner of this tool. 
This TORF is sent to the Product Delivery Team in England for approval. 
After the TORF has been sent to England, the Product Delivery Team decides if 
the TORF is approved or not. If the costs correspond to the budget, the TORF is 
approved and sent back to RXV. 
If the TORF is not approved, new negotiations will follow. 
After receiving the approved TORF at RXV, Purchasing can order the tool at the 
toolmaker and place an order at the supplier. 

§ 6. 11 Source verification 

When the supplier produced the first batch according to the agreed 
specifications, he offers this batch to SQA for source verification. 
Source verification means checking if the new parts are according to all, on the 
drawing, written specifications. 
SQA analyses thedrocess and the parts of the supplier. The analysis results are 
histogrammed an if the parts are according to the specifications, the parts are 
certified. The first production batch can be send to RXV. 
In case of a certified supplier, the supplier does the analysis and sends the 
results to SQA. If they are according to specifications, the first batch can be sent 
to RXV. . 

After source verification there are two possibilities: 
1. The new parts are according to specifications and are approved. 
2. The new parts are not according to specification. 

When an order is not according to specifications, a 'non conforming 
material report' is generated and a corrective action is started. If the 
deviations do not influence the function and the assembly of the new 
part, or because of an economical reason, the 'non conforming material 
report' is approved, and the parts are delivered. 
If the deviations from the drawings specifications do influence the 
function or the assembly of the new part, the next actions are possible: 
0 new parts are made; 
0 the parts are reworked; 
0 the parts are sorted; 
0 the parts are scrapped. 

§ 6.12 Parts try-out 

After the source verification by SQA the first batch of the parts are sent to Rank 
Xerox Venray. After arrival a few parts of this first delivery batch are sent to 
Manufacturing Engineering for a parts-try-out. A parts try-out means an 
examination of the fit and function of the product in the machine. 
If the Manufacturing engineer and Production accept the new part, bigger 
production series for this new part at the supplier can start. At the production 
line of RXV this means using-up the old parts first, after which the new parts can 
be build in. This is done to make sure that no old parts are left behind, and 
become unmarketable stock. 
If the Manufacturing engineer and Production don't accept the parts try-out, the 
part has to be adjusted and the process starts over again from source 
verification and parts try-out, etc. The Configuration Control analyst highlights 
the parts try-out problems in the weekly 'Parts Meeting' to obtain corrective 
actions. 
Every week Configuration Control also has a Modify cut-in meeting where every 
new item is discussed, and changes in planned dates are updated and 
corrective actions taken. 
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§ 6.13 Formal try-out 

Configuration Control examines if a formal try-out is required for each new part. 
A formal try-out means an investigation of the fit and function of the new part 
in the total configuration. A team of people from different departments try-out 
the new part on the production line and follow it to the end of the line. Tests 
are being carried out to ensure a failure-free use of this new part for the 
configuration. 
If after the formal try-out is shown that the new part does not fit into the 
production process, the problems arised are evaluated by the try-out team. The 
actions to be taken then are mostly adjusting the new part, so the drawing, or 
adjusting the production process. 
The next departments are represented in the formal try-out team: 
0 Production; 
0 Manufacturing Engineering; 
0 Quality Engineering; 
° Configuration Control 

§ 6.14 Cut-in new parts 

After the new parts are approved in the parts try-out and if performed, the 
formal try-out, the parts can be used for production at RXV. 
Therefore the Configuration Control analyst checks the old stock before the 
implementation of the new part, and writes a cut-in change if the old parts are 
not used up yet in the period of the planned cut-in. 

Now that the process is described, the analysis can be started. This is described 
in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7: Analysis of the Configuration Change Control Process 

§ 7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter an analysis will be carried out on the configuration change 
control process. As described in chapter 5, new parts usually arrive later at RXV 
than planned. It is important to know why these new parts arrive later at RXV 
than planned. If the parts don't arrive on time at RXV, planning the exact cut-in 
date is useless. Discovering the reasons why parts arrive too late, together with 
the request of the university to give more attention to the purchasing-aspect in 
the assignment, caused a change of the graduation assignment, as explained in 
chapter 5. First the changed graduation assignment will be defined, after which 
a detailed analysis is performed on the changed graduation assignment. 

§ 7 .2 Changed graduation assignment 

The production process depends on the flow of materials to the line. This 
causes problems particularly at configuration changes, if these changes are not 
properly controlled. The new part has to be ordered in time and the old part 
has to be used up first, before the new part can be used for assembly. The 
production process at RXV has to be adjusted to the new part too. This means a 
new Operator Instruction Card (0.1.C.), in which the operator at the build-line is 
explained how to assemble the new part, a new menu to order the new part 
from stores, a new Inspection Instruction Card (1.1.C.), used for inspection of the 
new machine-settings, and sometimes new tools for handling the new part at 
the assembly-line. RXV tried to plan this process as described in figure 6:1 of 
the previous chapter. 
The problems for the production line concerning new parts are the following: 

late arrival of new parts (too late for try-out or source verification); 
new parts not available in time (line-stops if RXV can't get the old parts 
anymore) 

- new parts not according to specifications; 
If new parts are not available, line-stops or build-line interruptions at high costs 
can result. Therefore it is necessary to plan and control the configuration 
change process very precisely. 
If the new parts are not according to specifications and old parts are not 
available anymore, the new parts have to be build in, which can result in en.d
products which do not have the expected quality. 
The newly- and remanufacturing process shows that the current Configuration 
Change Control process does not ensure a timely availability of new parts. 

Therefore the new graduation assignment, which replaces the former 
assignment, is redefined as follows: 

The research method consist of two phases: 
1. First a analysis will be carried out on how many parts were too late in the 

last half year due to a configuration change, and the reasons why deviations 
from the planned data occurred. 
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To get the information for this analysis, a survey will be carried out for the 
new parts and changed parts for the Crossbow and Longbow machines. Thi s 
is one product famiry. To improve the planning of implementing a 
configuration change, the results of the survey will show where the planning 
process should be improved. 

2. The current configuration change process will be compared to the optimal 
configuration change process. The optimal configuration change process is 
the process in which every safety measure is induded and capacity- or 
implementation-problems are not yet foreseen. . . 
The result of this comparison will be the shortcomings of the current 
process. The deviations of the optimal process will be viewed against 
implementation- and capacity problems, and recommendations will be given 
to improve the current Configuration Change Control process. 

§ 7 .3 Analysis of Crossbow and Longbow configuration changes 

The first phase of the research method is to carry out an analysis on Crossbow 
and Longbow changes. First should be analysed how many parts arrive at Rank 
Xerox later than planned, and second the reasons of the deviations from the 
planned data should be made clear. This is necessary to find out where the 
shortcomings of the Configuration Change Control Process can be located, so 
that this process can be adjusted to prevent or minimize these shortcomings. To 
check the whole Configuration Change Control Process, the analysis is carried 
out on the whole process the new parts should follow before they are approved 
and can be used for production. 

To get the necessary information for the analysis, a survey has been used for 
interviewing purchasers, Supplier Quality Assurance-engineers who perform the 
source verification, and configuration analysts. A lot of dates can also be 
collected from the information systems used to administrate this process. An 
interview is chosen instead of a mailed survey, because in this way the 
qualitative information can be collected better by asking them for the real 
reasons instead of a standard answer on all the deviations of planned dates. 

The survey, which can be found in appendix F, will be done on changes of 
which the cut-in-date was before 1 June 1994. Which parts will enter the survey, 
depends on the sample size. 

To define the sample size, the next formula of Kooiker e.a. (1986) is used: 

P = percentage in the sample that meets the characteristic 
Q = (100 - P) 
N = sample size 
Z = constant that applies to the reliability of the results 
W = preciseness-margin 

Using a reliabilityfactor of 95 % (Z = 1. 96), a precisenessmargin of ± 10 % and 
presuming a P and Q of both 50 % (this is the most conservative estimation and 
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results in the biggest sample size), the sample size can be calculated on 97 new 
parts. 

The results of the survey will be presented and discussed in the next chapter. 

§ 7.4 Optimal Configuration Change Control Process 

§ 7 .4.1. Introduction 

According to Ackoff (19B1 ), a good strategy to improve a current process, is to 
compare it to it's optimal process. The current process should be viewed 
against the optimal process, and possible improvement areas are suggested. 
These possible improvement areas should be discussed for the organisation and 
viewed against capacity- and implementation-problems. The result of this 
process are recommendations to improve the process for the future. This is 
pictured in the following figure: 

Current process 

-

New .------# 
process? : "·: ._ 

~-L~--~ ~ . . ,, 
,, • "'r .... 

""{· .. 

~ ~ 
Optimal process 

Improvement 
areas 

Figuur 7.1 Comparison current process - optimal process 

The current process has been described in the former chapter. In the next 
paragraph, the optimal process will be described. 

§ 7 .4.2 Optimal process 

In this paragraph, the optimal Configuration Change Control process will be 
defined. 
The optimal process is defined as a process, in which all securities, that will 
avoid possible problems, are built in. This means that all possible problem areas 
are covered and no problems can arise anymore, without taking capacity- or 
manpower-requirements into account. Later will be discussed if the various 
steps in the optimal process can be used in RXV-organisation to improve the 
current Configuration Change Control process. 

The optimal process for the Configuration Change Control process contains the 
next steps: 

performing a complete pre-CSI and CSI (including toolmaker); 

the Manufacturing engineer has to give concurrence on the BA before the 
BA will be issued; 

the toolorder budget should be approved before the BA is issued; 
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raise a PR and a PO immediately after the BA is issued. The leadtime 
between the PR and the PO should be minimal in order to hold on to 
agreements made with the supplier in the CSI. This way the planned data 
can be met easier; 
the supplier should first make old parts with a number of the parts needed 
for production during: 
(1) the leadtime to change the tool, plus 
(2) the leadtime to make a good first batch, plus 
(3) the leadtime to change/adjust the tool if the parts are not according 

specifications, plus 
(4) the (possible needed) leadtime for making the right new parts, and plus 
(5) the leadtime to make this number of old parts; 

aggressive tracking purchasing order by Purchasing; 

always certification of new parts and toolverification at supplier by SQA; 

order a small source verified first batch for try-out Hard Tool-parts; 

try-out all parts (static as well as dynamic try-out); 

produce two weeks with new part to make sure that it causes no problems 
for the production process; 

if no problems, procure bigger production-series; 

first use up old parts, then start with new parts for assembly. 

This process is pictured in the next figure: 

~ CieiiverY"Ciaie . 1s( CUT-IN 
: batch new parts : new parts .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ... .. .... , .. 

I I 

111( Number of old parts 1 )lo: 

t 4-6 wks t minimal t X wks f X wks f X wks '' d~s '~2 wks 'fw~s ~ 
r•-•-•-• I 

~ - - --- - -- -- l - - --- - ---- L --- --- .... '1 .. 1 ~ - - - - .... ~ .:. ~ I f I f I ..., ______ _., .._ __ "*' ___ ..,,, -, --- --.J ---..J 
I • I • I ', I I I I I I I I I I I + I + I + I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 

...... ...... ... : ..... .. .... ... : , ......... ... ~ .... .. +. ....... 1, ...... +. .... ... ,1 .. .... .. +. ... . 1 .... :+: ... ~ -·· -*· ·+ ··* ··· 
~ Change : • ~ BA : • : PO : ~Old parts : : ~ New parts : :~ New : :: New : : New 1 New 
. . I . . I . I . t .1. · I· . 1. . t I 
;Request ; : : ' issued' ; : ;paced : t made :•: made :•: parts ;1;parts ; ~ parts iparts 
:written : 1 ········ ···· ·· 1 ·········· ··· .;· ········· · ···· :· · · ·· · · ·· · ·· ···· ·~certified ::: tried : :accep~build 
==·::::::::::::.;· · :·~····· · ···· ~ :·· ·· ·· · ·:·:':'· ·· · · ··:·· · · , ... . . .......... . .. . .. ,: :9······ .. ··· ···· ··· :·.-:····'":·"'" } out : i ted I in 
;•Change1mpact ; ;Admin1strat1on ;•Produceold;1 : SourceVenf1cat1on :1: .. ..... . ; i f 1 ... .. . .. . 
· I · · · I d. S · ·1 ·1· rt.f rt ·1 1 or 1· : anays1s ::•oa ingXBM : partsunt1 ;1:•ce 1ynewpa s :• ~ d': 
:•complete ::•placingPR : CUT-INnew ~ : :•delivertoRXV ~ : L~~~ .. :; 
: pre-CSI and CSI : ~·placing PO : parts r ·· ·· ··········· ········· ···· ···· : : :9 ·~-~~~ ~p·· · ~ 
: (+toolmaker) · ······· ········· ·· ··· ···· ····· ··· ·· ··· ·········· : ~ ~ :old parts : 
~·Concurrence M. E. : ... .... .... .. ~.. ... .... .. . . · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · .. .... .. ~:::::: ::::::: ·: 
:•Approval tool : :• Leadtime for :•always •two weeks : 
~ order budget : : toolchange :static and producing : 
··· ···· ·· ··· ··· ··· ········ ··· ·- :•make 1st batch :dynamic with new ~ 

:•aggressive :try-out part : 
~ tracking PO ·· ·· ·· ··· · ·· ·· ·· ······· ···· ·· ···· ·· ··· 

Figure 7.2 The optimal process 
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This optimal process will be compared to the current Configuration Change 
Control process in the next paragraph. 

§ 7 .4.3 Shortcomings of the current process 

The optimal process will be compared to the current process, in order to locate 
the shortcomings of the current process. At the same time, implementation- and 
capacity-problems will be discussed for the possible improvement-areas. 

Performing a complete pre- CSI and CSI (including toolmaker): 

it would be usefull, to perform always a pre-CSl-meeting at RXV as well as at 
the supplier (so that every CSl-member is informed about the change) and 
perform a complete CSl-meeting including toolmaker. 
At RXV, not all persons that should be participating in the CSl-meeting are 
present. This could slow down the process, in case there are disagreements 
or open questions. The toolmaker should also be present at the pre-CSI at 
the supplier as well as at the CSl-meeting, to discuss the leadtime and 
technical aspects of the toolchange. Suppliers often underestimate the 
toolleadtimes in case of external toolmakers; 
At the moment most of the times a CSI is performed, only minor changes to 
the old product are communicated by telephone. For these changes it is not 
necessary to discuss the change at RXV. This can save a lot of costs, for RXV 
as well as for the suppliers. 

The manufacturing engineer has to concurr the change prior to BA-issue: 

it happened some times in the past, that changes were made to products 
that consisted of a number of errors in the design. Therefore the 
manufacturing engineer, the responsible person for the build-up and the 
technical content of the machine, should check the change and give 
concurrence to the BA if he agrees with the change. 

The toolorder budget should be approved before the BA is issued: 

presently the toolorder budget is approved sometimes before, sometimes 
after the BA is issued. If it's approved after issueing the BA, it consumes 
some valuable leadtime, and it can be a potential danger for too late delivery 
of the first batch. In the optimal process every toolorder budget should be 
approved before the BA can be issued. 

Raise a PR and a PO as soon as possible after the BA is issued: 

it takes a lot of time, before the PO is placed after the BA is issued. The 
cutin date is already set when the BA is issued. To minimize the leadtime for 
delivering the first batch, it is necessary that the PO is placed as soon as 
possible after the BA is issued. In this way, agreements made with the 
supplier during the CSI can be met easier. 

Number of old parts to produce: 

currently, the quantity of old parts to produce is the number of parts needed 
for production during: 
* the leadtime for toolchange, plus 
* the leadtime for making the first batch, plus 
* the leadtime for source verification and certifying the new parts, plus 
* the leadtime for try-out, and 
* a certain overlap. 
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The assumption in this leadtime-story is that there is a 100 % succes-rate. 
This however is not always true. The new part is not always according 
specifications, and sometimes the design of the new part was not good and 
had to be changed. 
Therefore in the optimal process, the number of parts is enlarged with the 
number of parts needed during the leadtime necessary to change the tool 
(again) and make a new batch or make a new production serie. 

Aggressive tracking purchasing order by Purchasing: 

some purchasers now don't feel themself so responsible to bring in the first 
batch. When they placed the PO, their task is done, they say. This however 
is not the case in the optimal process. In this process Purchasing is 
constantly tracking their purchasing orders. In this way the supplier is aware 
they are being checked, and they should deliver in time. 

Always certification of new parts and toolverification at the supplier by SQA: 

certification of new parts and toolverification are only performed on not
certified suppliers. To be sure that the tool is correct and the parts are 
according specificati~ns, they. sho.uld be checked by RXV them self. Thi~ way 
RXV can be sure the information 1s true and complete, and RXV can ad1ust 
the tool or process faster than when they discover the deviations after 
delivery of the first batch. 

Order a small source verified first batch for try-out Hard Tool-parts: 

Purchasing doesn't have a defined first batch quantity. One time they order 
thousand new parts, the other time twenty. To minimize the risk of 
scrapping or reworking a lot of new parts, the first batch order quantity 
should be small, and equal to the number of parts needed for try-out and 
two weeks production. The new parts however should be hardtooled, with 
the new tool. This way RXV get's the right new parts, and in case the new 
parts are not good for production, a minimum of new parts has to be 
scrapped or reworked. 

Try-out all new parts (static as well as dynamic): 

currently, not on all new parts a try-out is performed. To be sure that the 
new parts fit in the configuration and perform well, a static (does it fit in the 
machine) as well as dynamic try-out (does it function well) should be 
performed. 

Produce two weeks with the new part to make sure that it causes no 
problems for the production process: 

in the optimal process this two week production is necessary to make sure 
that the new part causes no problems for the production process. After 
these two weeks bigger production series can be procured at the supplier, if 
no problems arose in these two weeks. In the meanwhile the old parts are 
used-up, so that no stock is left. 
RXV doesn't use this two-week production. However it occured a few times 
that after one week production problems arose with the new part, due to 
special constructions that didn't fit on the new part. 
Implementing this however causes a lot of extra work for RXV. Because of 
the administration of the production planning, a special cut-in date should 
be made for the two weeks production date, followed by a cut-out date after 
these two weeks. This is the same for the old part. First it has to get a cut-
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out date, followed by a new cut-in date after the two weeks producing with 
the new part, and when the old parts are used up, a cut-out should be 
written. This has big consequences for the engineers, who have to instruct 
the operators at the line with a Operator Instruction Card and a menu, 
which tells them which parts they should order from stores. 

The recommendations that follow out of this process are described in chapter 9, 
together with the recommendations that follow out of the survey. In the next 
chapter the results of the survey are discussed. 
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Chapter 8: Results of the survey 

§ 8.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the results of the survey will be discussed . The survey, which can 
be found in appendix F, consisted of 106 new parts out of the 
Crossbow-/Longbow-family (a product family of the copiers, produced at RXV). 
The configuration change control process was followed for all of these parts and 
the reasons behind the deviations between the planned and the actual data 
were analysed. 

§ 8.2 Summary of the survey-results 

The following statistics were obtained: 

Of 106 Crossbow/Longbow parts, of which 9 ( = 8.5 %) European Integrating 
parts (these are parts, previously purchased and manufactured in Japan, but 
now manufactured in Europe): 

* Pre-CSl-meeting performed 65.0 % 

* CSl-meeting performed : 68.0 % 
CSI performed and all persons present(without toolmaker) 
CSI performed and all persons present ( + toolmaker) 

* Purchasing Request (PR) raised 73.6 % 

12.3 % 
5.7 % 

In the other 26.4% of the cases it is not known if a PR is raised or whether this 
was a change on interplant suppliers RXV or Webster (USA). No PR is necessary 
for interplant orders on RXV or Webster (USA). 

When a PR is written, in nearly all cases the BA was available and also in nearly 
all cases the drawings were available. 

Of these 106 Crossbow/Longbow parts: 

* T oolchange or new tool necessary 

* Purchasing Order raised 

* Source verification performed by RXV 

30.8 % (32 parts) 

99.0 % 

34.9 % 

If a supplier is certified, no source verification is performed by RXV. This is 
solely the responsibility of the certified supplier. 

In 52.9 % ( = 55 parts) of all changes, the old (and new) parts were procured 
at a certified supplier. The other new parts (100 % - 34.9 % - 52.9 % = 12.1 %), 
on which no source verification is performed and which were not procured at a 
certified supplier, were; 

catalogue items (standard products) which didn't need source verification, or 
changes for which no time was available to perform sauce verification at the 
suppfier, and receiving inspection at RXV is performed. 

Parts tryout performed 

Parts tryout accepted 

86.8 % 

95.7 % 
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End of line test performed : 1.0 % 
The end of line test is introduced just recently, and therefore this percentage 
is so low. 

Formal tryout performed 

Formal tryout accepted 

6.6 % 

87.5 % 

First batch arrival in respect to originally planned date: 

First batch arrived in time (in respect to originally planned date) 
First batch arrived too late (in respect to originally planned date) 

30.2 % 
69.8 % 

Parts placed at certified suppliers : 69.1 % of the 55 parts (see former 

Tool changed or new tool made 

B-parts (European Integrating) 

page) delivered too late 

78.1 % of the 32 parts (see former 
page) delivered too late 

100 % of the 9 parts (see former page) 
delivered too late 

The next figure shows the division of the deliveries of the first batches in time 
in respect to the originally planned date. In the first colomn, the deliveries 
before and on the actual date are joined. 

: weeks too late 
l (actual minus planned) ( 

weeks teoo late in time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 1 2 total 

% of 1 06 parts 30 ,2 21 ,7 17.9 6 ,6 5.7 3 ,7 4,8 1,9 1 ,9 2.9 1.9 0 D.9 100% 

Figure 8.1 Delivery first batch too late with respect to originally planned date 

Order delivery date: 

The order delivery date is not equal to the originally planned date for delivering 
the first batch. The exact order delivery dates cannot be collected, because the 
order delivery dates administrated in the databases are frequently changed, 
when the agreed delivery dates cannot be met. Therefore it is not sure that the 
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order delivery date as registered in the databases is the order delivery date as 
agreed with the supplier when placing the purchasing order. The real order
delivery date can be the originally planned date or the registered orderdate, or 
a date between these two. · 
In the next figure, the differences between the first batch orderdate and the 
originally planned orderdate are reported. 

First Batch originally planned delivery - versus order delivery date: 

( 35.8 % ) 

( 9.4 % ) 

Figure 8.2 

( 54.7 % ) 
LEGENDA: 

~ the dates are the same 

orderdate is earlier 

D orderdate is later 

Reasons for orderdate -::/= planned first batch date: 
- purchasing order placed too late --+ the planned first batch date cannot be 

met, because the leadtime of the supplier is longer. 
problems with supplier : - the planning is full; 

first producing a buffer; 
- problems with the tool; 
- bills are not paid. 

adjusting the orderdate in a later stage: 
adjusting the tool or product in between; 
the original orderdate cannot be met. 

First batch arrival in respect to order planned date: 

First batch arrived in time (in respect to order planned date) 
First batch arrived too late (in respect to order planned date) 

38.7 % 
61.3 % 

Parts placed at certified suppliers : 58.2 % of the 55 parts delivered too late 

Tool changed or new tool made: 65.6 % of the 32 parts delivered too late 

B-parts (European Integrating) : 88.9 % of the 9 parts delivered too late 

The next figure shows the division of the deliveries of the first batches in time 
in respect to the order delivery date. In the first colomn, the deliveries before 
and on the actual date are joined. 
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% oi . ' 
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Reasons for too late arrival of first batch delivery: 
• problems with the tool: the produced product is not according to 

drawing; 
the tool had to be adjusted (again) at the 
toolmaker. The supplier assumes that the tool is 
correct the first time. The result was to go back 
in the queue at the toolmaker; 
the tool was delivered too late/ready later than 
planned. The suppliers underestimate the 
leadtime to change the tool at the toolmaker; 

• it takes longer before the correct first batch is produced; 
• purchasing order placed too late; 
• new parts not approved by SQA (deviation from specs). A "Change Request 

Life Variance" had to be written and approved . If not approved, the tool had 
to be changed. These extra changes should result in an adjustment of the 
delivery-date and startdate, but because of a bad communication between 
the supplier, buyer, analyst, SQA and CC this is not done; 

• unrealistic leadtime given by supplier. The supplier underestimate the 
leadtime to change the tool due to insufficient involvement of the 
toolmakers in (pre-) CSI meetings, and the suppliers have too optimistic 
leadtime-expectations to produce the first samples according to 
specifications; 

• too late progressing purchasing order. A number of buyers do not accept 
their responsibility to follow up on the purchasing orders. The orders of 
these new parts are not visible to the buyers in the present purchasing 
systems, and consequently they are not eager to progress on these 
deliveries; 

• the design of the new part was not correct. Changes had to be made to the 
new part; 

• the first batch was stored at Frans Maas Distribution and not sent to RXV; 
• source verification of the new part takes more time than expected 

(insufficient inspection capacity at the supplier); 
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• still a high stock of old parts at supplier. The supplier wants to sell these old 
parts first, before he will deliver new parts; 

• supplier received the drawing too late. The order was already placed, but the 
drawing was sent weeks later. The supplier had to start weeks later with the 
change when he received the drawings; 

• due to the pressure to implement a cost-reduction on material as soon as 
possible, too short leadtimes are planned, which could not be met. 

The leadtime as planned by Configuration Control to place a purchasing order 
after writing purchasing request: 

97.4 % of the purchasing requests should be placed inside 14 days 
(normal leadtime: everything placed inside 14 days) 

The actual leadtime to place a purchasing order after the purchasing request is 
written: 

75.0 % is placed inside 14 days 

So 25 % of the purchasing orders are placed later than the internally planned 
leadtime, and become therefore a potential danger for too late delivery of the 
first batch. 

67 % of the purchasing orders were placed on or before the planned date for 
placing the purchase order. . 

Reasons for placing the purchasing order later than planned: 
- toolorder (higher amounts) should be signed before the toolorder could be 

placed; 
it took a lot of time before the information of the supplier was used to 
change design or manufacturing method. 

This information will be collected in problem areas in the next paragraph. 

§ 8.3 Problem areas 

The information collected with the survey can be divided in problem areas. 
These problem-areas will be visualized in Ishikawa-diagrams. Ishikawa-diagrams 
(Rank Xerox, 1985) are cause & consequence-diagrams The consequence, the 
problem is placed on top of the diagram. The causes are grouped in cause 
groupings and are placed on the line from the consequence, as pictured in the 
following figure: 

I cause grouping I I cause grouping I 
main cause 

cause 
____ ,_... ________ __._ __ ,I consequence II 

I cause grouping I I cause grouping I 
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The causes have different relative weights. The main causes which are 
responsible for a bigger chance for the consequence to occur, are pictured in 
main cause frames. 

The Ishikawa-diagram on the next page visualizes the causes (and in the frames 
the main causes) for why parts are too late. 

The problem areas: system, buyer, configuration analyst, interplant suppliers, 
supplier, material analyst and SQA are internal as well as external problem 
areas. The conclusions and recommendations that follow out of this analysis are 
listed in the next chapter. 

This investigation is a part of a bigger project, which has to solve or decrease 
the failing of change introductions at RXV. The Ishikawa-diagram for this bigger 
project is depicted in appendix G. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and recommendations with respect to the 
Configuration Change Control Process 

§ 9.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the conclusions and recommendations will be given to RXV, as a 
result of my analysis on the Configuration Change Control process. 

§ 9.2 Conclusions 

In this paragraph the conclusions are listed which result from the analysis of the 
Configuration Change Control process and the comparison of the current 
process with the optimal process as described in paragraph 7.4. 

• Most of the first batches are delivered to RXV later than the order delivery 
date. 

Between 60 % and 70 % of the first batches are delivered too late. The exact 
percentage cannot be calculated, because the exact order delivery date, as 
agreed upon when the purchasing order was placed, cannot be traced back. 
The order delivery date as registered in the purchasing systems, is frequently 
changed, and therefore cannot be assumed that the order delivery date is 
the original agreed order delivery date when the purchase order was placed. 
The original order delivery date is the originally planned order delivery date 
or the order delivery date as registered in the purchasing systems or a date 
between these two. Therefore the exact percentage of too late deliveries of 
the first batch with respect to the original order delivery date lies between 
60 % and 70 %. The internal and external reasons why these deliveries are 
too late are described below. 
An overall view of the causes why timely parts delivery is so difficult, is 
pictured in the Ishikawa-diagram in figure 8.5 on the former page. 

• The leadtimes given by the buyers and the suppliers are not reliable. 

The buyer and the supplier do not have a good understanding of the 
leadtimes for the new part. It is not only the leadtime for toolchange, but 
also leadtime for producing old parts to cover total demand from all plants 
within the total timeframe required to produce and deliver new parts. 
They also underestimate the leadtime for toolchange. The assumption of 
almost every supplier is that toolchange is correct the first time. The 
experience is that suppliers have to make corrections twice or even more 
times before samples can be accepted. This is never included in the total 
leadtime. Tools are often not ready in time and products are not according 
specifications. Therefore SQA rejects the parts and changes to the tool or 
drawing have to be made, which results in a later delivery. 

• The buyers responsibility is not defined. 

Some buyers are not eager to accept total responsibility and this may cause 
much delay and problems for the timely delivery of the first batch. Progress 
on the delivery of the first batch is not done or done too late. Therefore RXV . 
doesn't know in time if a delivery will slip and corrective actions should be 
taken. If RXV knows earlier when the first batch will be delivered, corrective 
actions can be taken and rush actions and line-stops can be prevented. 
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• Activities that could be performed before BA-issue are done after BA-issue. 

Often the tool order budget is not approved when the BA is issued and the 
order should be placed. The purchasing order cannot be placed if the tool 
order budget is not approved. However, when the BA is issued, the cut-in 
date is set and the leadtime starts running. Therefore valuable leadtime is 
consumed when no actions to change the tool can be done. 
A lot of changes have been introduced of which the drawing showed errors. 
This should be checked before the drawing is offered to the supplier. 
Currently, this is not done. The Manufacturing engineer doesn't check the 
change before BA-issue. 

• Bad communication between the persons involved in the configuration 
change control process. 

A lot of persons are involved in this process to change a part. The 
communication between these persons is inadequate. SQA often has contact 
with the supplier about the toolchange, the production of good samples and 
source verification. Purchasing doesn't communicate with SQA about the 
status of the toolchange and the delivery of the first batch. The progress of 
Purchasing often starts too late and if there are problems, rush-actions are 
the result to ensure availability of good (old or new) parts for production. 
When the buyer is informed about the delay of the first batch delivery, he 
has to pass this information through to the unitmanager, the analyst and 
Config. Control., however this doesn't happen often. Before the delay can be 
approved, the change should be discussed and starting-data and delivery 
data should be adjusted. 

• No or too late progress on purchasing orders. 

Progress on open orders are performed not or too late. The order is made 
visible in MRP to the analyst two weeks before shipping date, but because 
there is no demand from production at this date, the new parts are not 
necessary at RXV at the delivery date and the delivery will be postponed. If 
the new part is ordered via the new purchasing concept VPOP, this system 
will automatically postpone the delivery, because it adjusts the delivery of 
parts with actual demands from production (and this is four weeks later than 
the delivery date because of parts try-out and certification). 
Some buyers don't feel themself responsible for getting the new parts at 
RXV and therefore no periodic progress is performed. They expect that the 
supplier will inform them if there will be a slip in delivery date. The suppliers 
however don't communicate with the buyer if there are problems with the 
delivery. There is not one special contactperson at RXV to help the supplier 
if problems occur with the production of the new parts according 
specifications. 
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§ 9.3 Recommendations 

The recommendations for the Configuration Change Control process are stated 
below. · 

1. Train the buyers and suppliers in leadtimes! 

The buyers and suppliers give unrealistic and unreliable leadtimes. They 
should be trained in what the leadtime consists of. 
The total leadtime is: 

the leadtime for toolchange, but also: · 
the leadtime for making the samples, perform source verification and 
producing the first batch, and 
the leadtime for producing old parts to cover total demand from all 
plants within the total timeframe to produce and deliver new parts. 

2. Define the responsibility of the buyers! 

Currently the buyer's responsibility is not defined. A new workprocedure 
should be written to explain the buyers what they are held responsible for. 
They buyer should be responsible for the first batch delivery. The buyer 
should expedite the purchasing orders frequently to know the status of the 
new product in order to take corrective actions to prevent problems 

3. Approve tool order budget before BA-issue! 

The tool order budget should be approved before the BA can be issued. The 
issued BA starts the leadtime, and until the tool order budget is not 
approved, no purchasing order can be placed. When the BA is issued, the 
cut-in date is set. By approval of the tool order budget, the tool order can 
be placed immediately after receiving the purchasing request and valuable 
time can be saved to prevent the first batch to be delivered too late. 

4. Concurrence Manufacturing Engineering with change before BA-issue! 

The change should be checked by Manufacturing Engineering and it should 
give concurrence on the change before the BA can be issued. In this way, 
unnecessary changes or changes with errors cannot be carried out. The 
manufacturing engineer is the technical specialist of the machine and he is 
responsible for the technical configuration of the copier. 

5. Use a special orderseries to identify the first batch deliveries · for progress! 

The first batch should get a special identification for the/rogressors to 
separate them from the normal parts. These parts shoul get special 
attention to prevent too late delivery of the first batch. Otherwise these parts 
will be "expedited" as normal parts and delivered too late, due to 
postponing the delivery caused by a later demand from production. 

6. Aggressive tracking purchasing order by Purchasing! 

The buyers should be responsible for the orders placed at suppliers. They 
should take care of timely delivery of the new part. This should be done by 
periodic contact with the supplier. The supplier should be informed how 
important regular feedback is to track the order and, if necessary, take 
precautions it a delivery date changes significantly.The buyer should have 
periodic contact with SQA, who has more information about the status of 
the toolchange and first batch delivery. 
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7. Generate weekly progress-reports for the buyers to progress the first batch 
deliveries! 

Special progress reports should be generated for the buyers to monitor the 
progress of the first batch deliveries of the new parts. This should be done at 
least two months before shipping-date of the new part. Currently, two weeks 
before the shipping-date of the new part the material analyst gets a status 
report for the parts to be shipped in the next two weeks. This is too short 
for the first batch, to inform all the involved departments and to take 
alternative actions. The buyer, who doesn't get a progress list now, should 
be responsible for the delivery of the new part and has to progress at least 
two months before the shipping-date of the new part. 

8. Always perform a parts try-out! 

All parts should be tried out in the machine, before they can be used for 
production. With a parts try-out the new part is checked for the fit and 
function in the new copier, and corrective actions can be taken before the 
new part is needed for production. 
If after a parts try-out Production and Manufacturing Engineering consider it 
necessary to check the function of the new part (or total machine), an end-of 
line test should be performed, a quality test at the end of the line. This 
quality test will show if the quality of the copier is not getting worse with the 
new part in the configuration. 

The implementation of the recommendations is described in the next chapter. 
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§ 10.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the implementation of the recommendations are presented and 
discussed. Some recommendations have already been implemented, some are 
being introduced. 

§ 10.2 Implementation of the recommendations 

The recommendations are worked out in this paragraph to implement them in 
the current Configuration Change Control process. 

1. Train the buyers and suppliers in leadtimes. 

The buyers will get a training in how the reliable total leadtime is built up. 
The buyers are responsible to train the suppliers to define a reliable total 
lead time. 
The reliable total leadtime consists of 

the leadtime for toolchange, but also: 
the leadtime for making the samples, perform source verification and 
producing the first batch, and 
the leadtime for producing old parts to cover total demand from all 
plants within the total timeframe to produce and deliver new parts. 

The buyers must get the leadtime of the change from the supplier before 
BA-issue with the next figure "Request for vendor leadtime": 

REQUEST FOR LEADTIME FOR CHANGE 1E10 to 1E11 

--- QUANTI TY (ALLPLANTSJ OlD PAtl l '.i --... 

j CUT ... ; 
l MIEWl'il JS i 

= n~r u. rrn QUA.HTlfY: ! 
; l Wh . l>ROOUCTION : 

1 Change tirnt'. ( tool + larnples ) : .. ••.•• Wb 

2 Certifi ca tion lime ( ind. 1st batch ) : ... ...• Wks 

3 Productior1 time ( old paru ) . . . .•. . Wks 

Total-im<: .. . ... . Wb 
5, Y, • )U'f' ' 'U 

Figure 10.1 Request for vendor leadtime 

In case the tool is ordered at a new supplier, the leadtime to make old parts 
is not used. 
Before placing the purchasing order, the supplier will be asked for a 
confirmation of the given leadtime with the next figure: 
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Figure 10.2 Confirmation of leadtime 

Status of the project: the training is already given by the FPP-manager and 
the manager of Purchasing. 

2. Define the responsibilities of the buyers. 

The responsibility of the buyer will be redefined by writing a new 
workprocedure for the buyer and for the unit-manager of the buyers, who is 
the representative of the buyers in parts meetings to discuss the status of 
the changed parts. 
Generally is agreed that the buyer will be held responsible for the first batch 
delivery, and he can ask help from the material analyst or central progressor 
to progress the first batch order. 

Status of the project: Is already performed. The manager of Purchasing and 
the manager of Forward Production Procurement wrote the new working 
procedure ant introduced it to the buyers and unit-managers. 

3. Approve tool order budget before BA-issue. 

The tool order budget will be approved in the Change Control Board
meeting. No BA can be issued anymore if the tool order budget is not 
approved. 

Status of the project: this is general rule now and is directly implemented. 

4. Concurrence Manufacturing Engineering with change before BA-
1ssue. 

If RXV is the managing unit, in the Change Review Board-meeting the 
Manufacturing Engineer will check the drawing and give concurence if he 
agrees with the change. The BA can only be issued after concurrence of M.E. 
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If RXV is not the managing unit (thus effected unit), Config. Control should 
send the drawing of the new part, after Config. Control received the issued 
BA, to Manufacturing Engineering, who checks the change and gives 
concurrence if he agrees with the change. Without this concurrence no 
activities on this part should be done. 

Staus of the project: this has already been implemented. 

5. Use a special orderseries to identify the first batch deliveries for 
progress. 

The purchasing order for the first batch delivery of the new part will get a 
747-ordernumber. This order will also get the unique expeditor-code of the 
buyer, which will result in a weekly progress list of 747-orders per buyer two 
months before shipping-date of the new part. This 747-order will also appear 
on the weekly status report of the material analysts. Normally they will 
postpone the delivery of the first batch, because no actual demand from 
production . The material analysts however will be instructed not to amend 
the deliveries of 747-orders. The 747-orders are the responsibility of the 
buyer. The activities of the buyer and material analyst are depicted in 
appendix H. 

Status of the project: this will be implemented on short term. 

6. Aggressive progress purchasing order by Purchasing. 

Purchasing will hold the buyers responsible for the timely delivery of the first 
batch. The communication with SQA will be improved. After contact of SQA 
with the supplier, the information will be passed through to the responsible 
buyer. The buyers have to give weekly a status of their first batch orders to 
the unit-manager. The unit-manager will report the status of the changed 
parts in the weekly Parts Meeting of Configuration Control. 
The expediting activity will be done by the buyer, and if any deviation from 
the agreed data occurs, he will report this to the unit-manager, to the 
configuration control analyst and the material analyst. The buyer will be the 
contactperson for the supplier if any problems occur with the tool or the 
production of the new parts. 
The supplier will be informed by . the buyer the importancy of regular 
feedback of these orders and, if necessary, take precautions if a delivery date 
changes significantly. 

Status of the project: this can start now the training is given. 

7. Generate weekly progress reports for the buyers to progress the 
first batch deliveries. 

Weekly the buyers will get a progress report for the first batch deliveries of 
the new parts on their unique expeditor code, as also explained in 
implementation point 5. 

Status of the project: the unique expeditor codes for the buyers are 
generated, and after the training this activity will start. 
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8. Always perform a parts try-out. 

A parts try-out will always be performed. 
The new parts arrived at RXV are put in status "W" (=wait) by SQA. A signal 
goes to Manufacturing Engineering who takes care of the parts try-out, 
together with Production . The result of the try-out is written down on a Parts 
Try-out Sheet and sent to Configuration Control. Configuration Control takes 
actions based on this result. 
A special line will be added to the Parts Try-out-sheet for performing an 
"end-of-line-test" if required by Production & Manufacturing Engineering. 
The manufacturing engineer and Production should discuss if an end-of-line 
test is required. 
The end-of-line test could be required if: 

there is interaction with other subsystems; 
the fit of the new part didn't change, but the function changed; 
it is not sure if the new part can do it's function; 
if there are expectations that something could go wrong because 
of this new part. 

The new Parts Try-out sheet is added in appendix J. 

Status of the project: this is already implemented. 

These were the most important implementations of the recommendations. The 
causes of the Ishikawa-diagram "why is timely parts delivery so difficult" as 
pictured in figure 8.5 in chapter 8 are worked out in a workgroup. The results 
are described in appendix K. In this appendix the status and responsible 
persons are added to the problems and solutions. 

Remarks 

This report tries to contribute to the improvement of the Configuration Change 
Control process. 
The improvement however depends on the willingness of the persons involved 
in this process. There should be a continuously improvement of the process as 
explained by Imai in his plan-do-check-action cycle. Every deviation from the 
planned process must be seen as an improvement opportunity. If improvements 
are found, RXV should use these improvement actions for future part changes. 
This is a constant learning process. If an improvement is found and introduced, 
it should be maintained (plan-do-check-action): 
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plan 

standardize 

O • do · 

C • check 

A • action 

This report shows the most important problem areas and improvement areas for 
the Configuration Change Control process. The report is expected to improve 
the timely delivery of new parts and to reduce the problems that can occur in 
the process of changes. 
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Appendix C: Conventional and VPOP Purchasing Method 
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Appendix D: Part Numbering & Interchangeability Decision Diagram 

MN1-432.2, Figure 1: 
. E & K PART RENUMBERING AND INTERCHANGEABILITY DECISION DIAGRAM 

(Use this flow chart to determine if a part number change is required for the redesigned part or assembly. The 
outcomes/conditions in italics (below) are then used in Fig. 2, to determine if related higher assembly numbers 
should be changed.) 

A. Design Change 
Is Required . 

Change the 
DRAWING REVISION LEVEL 

YES Assign • Nf!W Group 
Numt..r. 

(int. code IS XJ 

(Int. code IS NJ 

PART NUMBER STRUCTURE 

NNN 

CAnGos=1 
l~NNNNI 

GROUP 
First four digiU - BASE NO. 
!:!.!! digit· SUPERSESSION IND. 

SERIES 

YES A.dv•nce Supersess1on :>-+ Indicator. 

Assign• New Group 
Number. 

(Int. code IS NJ 

YES A.dvance Supersessoon 
Indicator. 

(Int. code is I) 

(Int. code is D) 

Spares Interchangeability (Int.) Codes 
(For use when a part/assy is spared) 

I - Interchangeable 
D - Downward Interchangeable 

(Can be used to replace any lower 
numbered part with the same base) 

N - Not Interchangeable 
X - Mandatory Replacement 

(Replace old part as soon as possible) 

* Can the existing parts·be scrapped, reworked to the new design or managed separately by revision 
letter (e. g. in a prototype environment). 

(SEE OTHER SIDE FOR FIGURE 2) Mav 1992 
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MN1-432.2, Figure 2: 
NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY RENUMBERING AND INTERCHANGEABILITY DEOSION DIAGRAM 

A Design Ch•nge Has Been Made 
To• Lower level Part/Assy. 

NO 

Change the 

DRAWING REVISION LEVEL. 

NOTE: 

YES 

STOP (No ch•nges ue required 

to higher level Assemblies.) 

GototA 

(Int . Code I ) 

PART NUMBER STRUCTURE 

I ~NNI A ININNNN I 
CATEGORY J 

SERIES 

GROUP 
First four digits· BASE NO. 
!.!.l1 digit· SUPERSESSION IND. 

Assign a New Assembly 
Group Number 

(Int . Code X) 

Assign •New Assembly 
Group Number 

(Int . Code NI 

Advance Assembly 
Supersession Indicator 

(Int . Code Dl 

Spares Interchangeability (Int.) Codes 
(For use when a part/assy is spared) 

I • Interchangeable 
D - Downward Interchangeable 

(Can be used to replace any lower 
numbered part with the same base)' 

N • Not Interchangeable 
x -Mandatory Replacement 

(Replace old part as soon as possible). 

T~is flow chart must be used for each of the next higher assemblies in the assembly structure until there 
are no higher assemblies that are spared. (Part number changes are not required beyond the highest 
sparing level.) 
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' RANK XEROX CHANGE IMPACT ANALYSIS 
SUB SYSTEM NUMBER 
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Appendix F: Survey about the Configuration Change Control Process 

Survey for more detailed information about the 
Configuration Change Control process: 

Partnumber: 

Description: 
Is it a 8-part (European Integration): YI N 

Pre-CS I: 
1. performed? y I N 
2. performance date: 

CSI: 
1. necessary? y I N 
2. performed? y I N 
3. performance date: 
4. following persons present: 

design engineer: y I N 
SQA engineer: y I N 
FPP buyer: y I N 
CD&C: y I N 
supplier: y I N 
toolmaker: y I N 

5. was there an agreed specification? y I N 
6. was the agreed specification complete? y I N 

PR: 
1. was PR raised? y I N 
2. PR issue date: 
3. issued BA available? y I N 
4. date BA was issued: 
5. issued drawing available? y I N 
6. was toolchange necessary? y I N 
7. cut-in date? 

planned: 
actual: 
WHY DEVIATION: 
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RANK XEROX Appendix F: Survey Configuration Change Control Process 

PO: 
1. was PO raised? y I 
2. date purchase order? 

originally planned: 
actual: 
WHY DEVIATION : 

3. delivery date first batch? 
originally planned: 
date on order: 
WHY DEVIATION: 

actual: 
WHY DEVIATION: 

4. when was PO tracked: 

Source verification: 
1. performed: 
2. performance date: 
3. is source verification accepted: 
4. is supplier certified: 

Parts try-out: 
1. performed: y I 
2. performance date: 
3. accepted: y I 
4. end-of-line test performed: y I 

Formal try-out: 
1. necessary: y I 
2. performed: y I 
3. performance date: 
4. accepted: y I 

N 

N 

N 
N 

N 
N 

N 

Y I N 

Y I N 
Y I N 

IN CASE OF ANY DEVIATION OF THE ACTUAL DATE FROM THE PLANNED 
DATE PLEASE WRITE DOWN THE REASON FOR THIS DEVIATION! 

Comments: 
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Unrealistic L.T. 
from supplier 

Insufficient 
input from M .E. 

< >vt ~rlap old/new Visibility of the 
new part 

I '.11ts meeting 
unit 111anager 

Change introduction 
at the supplier 

Too long? 

Supplier 

Config. Control 

Too long? 

buyer + analyst 

No signal to 
adjust startc.Jata 

New part goes to the 
line without try-out 
and without menu 

error-6 on 
old part 

Why do 
change 

introductions 
fail? 

Try-out process 
on CRLV-changes 
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CHANGES ON CURRENT PRODUCTS 

Material Analyst activities 

Change 1E10 to 1E11, cut-in 9413 ( 22 act '94 ) 

> 1E10 on VPOP or automatic release 

stop 

22±•94 
26 sep '94 start 14 nov '94 

t~~-~f}-~~~+-1 ........ ,_2~l-3-+.._ _______________ 1_E1_1_>~ 
. 
y 

BUYER: 
e Place 7 4 7- order for 

1st 3 wks of production. 
( Order nettable ) 

e Progress on in time 
delivery. 

e Inform Material Analyst. 

MATERIAL ANALYST: 
Do not reschedule 
this 747- order !!! 

. 
, ___ - --,,-- - - - -":' - - --- --- - - --- --- - - -,,- - -- - ------- - -- - - - -

. 
y 

MATERIAL ANALYST: 
e Place normal order, 

covering leadtime + 3 
month of production. 

e After certification and part 
to contract: start VPOP or 
automatic release. 

Issue 1: H.H. 14 sep '94 

)> 

-· )( 

:c 
)> 

~ -· < ;:;: -· tD 
"' er 
c: 
tD ... 
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Appendix J: Parts Try-out sheet 

PARTS TRY-OUT A s B u 

A = IPO 
s = ST 

Request to release parts for Try Out purposes: 
B = El 

• MODEL u = HT 

• Partnumber 

• Subsystem 

• Supplier Name 

• Release Quantity ---------- (2 $et,;;) 

• Release date 

·········· ·········· ····· ············· 

1~~11111~IB1:mrnm~:1 

Signatures I date: 

Method Engineering : 

PDT 

Production 

Contig. Control 

C ompleted form cop~· to SQAE. 

Disposition of parts: 

'·'A" "S °" part 1 Change status .:;f NA I S" part t•::> Accept . 

2 Change status of NB I U" part to Accept. 

" B°" "U" part :3 Change status .:;f »B I U" part t •::> Accept and put c•n hold. 

4 Change status o::>f NB I UN part to:> Accept. Put ·''A IS ·'' part ojn hold. 
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Bad communication buyer
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Overlap old/11ew part 
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10• 
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Order quantity first 6 
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fl.rd communication 
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Parts Delivery lmproveanent: Action points! 
New procedure: . 
- 1 P1 is standing on VPOP until the cut-in date of the 1 P2; 

the 1P2 gets a 747-order for it's first batch. This order will he placed on nettable and has a orderquantity of 3 weeks production . 
This order has to be delivered to RXV 4 weeks lH~fore lhe cut-in of ·1 P2; 
1P2 is not standing on VPOP. The analyst will order on normal basis (120-orders) via MRP the IP2 and doesn't change the 747 
orders from the 1 Pl. · 

Problem Solution Resron-
si ,le SIJIUS 

1. Quantity/Quality (plan vs actual) - Start up a QIP to define how the deliverables of buyers can J.V./ 
is not measured be measured. H.H./ 

- form a Alff on NEPAM: 0 which signals? 
0 which reports and to who? 

H.v.K . 

2. Insufficient attention parts meeting - at problems elevation from buyer to unit-manager! 
- at problems elevation from unit-manager to department-

manager! TRAINING DONE 
- the unit-manager represents buyers in the partsmeeting. 

Buyers have to give weekly a status to the unit-manager. 

3. Orderdata not adjusted on PO orderadjustments only after fiat unit-manager and discussion in TRAINING DONE 
partsmeeting 

4. No status report current changed change current work-procedure: B.v.d.W./ 
parts at "WHAT-IF's" CC will provide Inventory Control with a list of part changes T.M. 

in case of "WHAT-IF's" 

5. Difference CD&C target vs. quote Phantom will be arranged like Crossbow works now: J.V./ H.H. FROM 
toolorder - piece part Toolbudget has to be approved before BA-issue NOW ON 

6. Order duantity first batch not The order quantity of the first batch has to be equal to three SOLVED 
define weeks of production 
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Problem 

7. Bad communication 

8. ----------- -------- --------

9. Bad behaviour supplier 

10*. Bad knowledge leadtimes 

11°. Responsibility buyer not defined 
+ 
no central progress and planning 

12. No unique exp. code per analyst 

13. lnterplant suppliers 

14. Pressure cost-reduction - delivery 
date 

Solution 

write new workprocedure for buyer/unit-manager 
pass PO-nr. over to SQA--+ load in PCS so that SQA can start it's 
activities 
give the confirmation leadtime sheet to SQA 

This has no or low priority now and will therefore (at least on 
short term) not be solved 

If initial parts deliveries slip often, this supplier will be 
announced in the Mtl Prod. Focus Meeting (Top Bad Supplier) 
The suppliers w ill be measured for their deliveries 

Educate the supplier: he has to take actions himself if he expects 
a slip in delivery date 

implement "Request for vendor leadtime +Confirmation 
sheet" 

buyer is responsible for the Parts in House-date!! The analyst 
can help him with progress 

create exµeditor codes for the buyers. They are responsible 

Plan a meeting with M.v.d .B. I W.P. I H.v.K. I H.H. to discuss the 
procedure on lnterplant M'dean and Lille. 

RESIST THE PRESSURE. DO NOT TRADE-OFF 

Respon-
sible 

J.V./H.H. 

B.v.d.W. 

TRAINING 
by buyers 

TRAINING 

TRAINING 

H.H. 

J.V./H.H. 

EVERY-
BODY 

Status 

DONE 

DONE 

DONE 

DONE 

will be done 
before 23-9-94 
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Glossary 

ARO: 
Asset Recovery Operations. 

BA: 
Build Authorization; a document which reflects changes to the BOM information according to 
the CR, and which is needed to update the manufacturing database (automatically). 

BOM: 
Bill of Material. 

CC: 
Configuration Control. 

CCA: 
Configuration Control Analyst. 

CCB: 

CR: 

CSI: 

E.I.: 

Change Control Board; the organ to analyse problems in configuration changes and to take 
actions to solve and prevent these problems. 

Change request; a change request to the configuration of a product, due to engineering, 
production or usage problems, cost reductions or new techniquest. Also new product 
introduction is registrated with a CR. 

Continuous Supplier Involvement; the supplier is, in an early stage, continuously involved in 
the process from drawing till the delivery of the new part. 

European Integration; Japanese parts are translated to European standards and a European 
supplier is found to produce this new part in Europe. 

ELC: 
European Logistics Centrum of Rank Xerox. 

E.O.: 
Engineering order; the form on which a technical support engineer passes a ratio adjustment 
to the Configuration Planning department which updates the BOM. 

Error-6: 
The code given for a part which is not available at stores. 

Material Analyst: 
Material (parts) buyer. 

MC: 
Machine (copier). 

MRP: 
Material Requirements Planning. 

NB: 
New Build. 
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RANK XEROX Glossary 

NEPAM: 
New Parts Administration Module; the tracking system for the implementation of new parts. 

NM: 
Newly Manufacturing. 

NMC: 
Newly Manufacturing Conversion MC; a newly manufactured machine, based on a carcass of a 
used product from another configuration-type than the NMC-MC. 

NMN: 
Newly Manufacturing New MC; a machine, completely build out of the new build (not 
reprocessed) parts. 

NMR: 
Newly Manufacturing Recycling MC; a newly manufactured machine, based on the carcass of 
the same configuration-type as the NMN-MC. 

0.1.C.: 
Operator Instruction Card, in which the process method is described to the operator. 

OPCO: 
Operating Company (National Sales Department). 

PDS: 
Product Delivery System, the engineering database. 

PDT: 
Product Delivery Team; the centralized engineering team for Rank Xerox in England. 

PO: 
Purchasing Order. 

PR: 
Purchasing Request. 

P-ratio: 
Planned ratio at which Purchasing has to buy new build parts: planned Purchase (P)-ratio = 
New Build (100%)-ratio- planned RP (Rp)-ratio. 

Process: 
sequential connected activities. 

Process yield: 
The input items divided by the total output of the same items of a specific process, 
independant of the timing. 

Product quality: 
the product meets the right specifications. 

RA-process: 
re-assembly process. 

Repair: 
Activity done by operators in the RA-process; failure parts have to be determined and 
replaced by new parts. Some repair activities take place in the RP-process: replacing of dirty 
labels etc. 
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RANK XEROX Glossary 

RM: 
Remanufacturing. 

RMC: 
Remanufacturing Conversion MC; a remanufactured machine, based on the carcass of a used 
product from another configuration-type than the RMC-MC. 

RMR: 
Remanufacturing Recycling MC; a machine, based on the carcass of the same configuration
type as the RMR-MC. 

RP-process: 
Reprocessing process. 

Rework: 
An item has to be reworked at an activity when that activity delivers a product which doesn't 
meet specifications. 

Rp-ratio: 
The planned ratio, estimated by the technical support engineer, forecasting the percentage 
per part which will be reprocessed in the MC delivered to the customer. 

RX: 
Rank Xerox. 

RXV: 
Rank Xerox Venray. 

SQA: 
Supplier Quality Assurance department. 

TD&C: 
Teardown and Cleaning or Disassembly department. 

TORF: 
Tool Order Request Form. 

VPOP: 
Venray Pay on Production. 

Workorder: 
Authority for the manufacture or delivery (Stores) of specified parts or products in certain 
quantities. 

XBMS: 
Xerox Business Management System, the manufacturing database. 

XCN: 
Xerox Change Notice; a document which reflects changes to the BOM information according 
to the CR, and which is needed to update the manufacturing database (manually). 
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